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CATALOGUE 51

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices 
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact 

Greg on +64 9 579-3771 

1 - BESA M.G OPTIC                          
British No53 MKI optic for use on the Besa MG in the 
Churchill Tank. Optic has mould stainings. P-FC

2 - GUN BOOKS                               
Five small format, soft cover gun books on antique guns in-
cluding the Winchester collection and Colt etc. FC

3 - GUN BOOKS                               
Two hard cover, large format books World of Guns by Ake-
hurst plus Firearms - The History of Guns. FC

4 - MILITARY COLLECTABLE BOOK               
Military Collectables - An Internal Directory of 20th Cen-
tury Militaria by Lyndhurst. Hard cover, large format. VGC

5 - SMALL ARMS BOOK                         
Military Small Arms of the 20th Century 5th Edition by 
Hogg and Weeks. Hard cover, large format. VGC

6 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET                    
British Military MK2 bayonet for the .303 bolt action rifle. 
29.5cm Blade has been polished and with 01 date etc. GC 
riveted wooden grips with oil hole in the pommel. Includes 
leather and steel scabbard. GC

7 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET                      
British Military SMLE bayonet. 43cm Blade with ordnance 
marks. 1907 date and VICKERS makers mark. Cleaning 
hole and NZ marked on the pommel. Some speckling to the 
blade. F-GC 

8 - ENFIELD SWORD BAYONET                   
British Military pattern 56/58 bayonet. 58cm Yataghan 
shaped blade with ordnance and makers marks. VGC grips 
with leaf spring secured by screw. Has been reblued. GC

9 - K98 BAYONET                             
WWII German Mauser bayonet. 25cm Blade marked S/155G 
and thin blue finish. Wooden grips. F-GC

10 - TWO BAYONETS                            
Two chrome plated bayonets, Ex Rotorua R.S.A. German 
Ersatz M88/98 all steel bayonet and scabbard plus a pattern 
07 bayonet. GC

11 - BANDOLIER                               
Most likely NZ local design 50R bandolier for the Lee En-
field rifle. 5 Cells with split style back and round brass run-
ning loop. GC 

12 - GAITORS                                 
A pair of most likely NZ brown leather WWI period gai-
tors. GC

13 - JERRY CAN                               
1943 Dated WD marked Jerry can also with stencil painted 
marks. FC

14 - SMLE RIFLE                              
NZ Military No III bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with 
original sights. Chamber with sold out of service mark. The 
wrist has pitting, the SMLE mark and date is hard to make 
out. GC NZ marked woodwork complete with sling, missing 
the stock disc. F-GWO&C ALR

15 - LONG TOM RIFLE                          
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield MKI* bolt action rifle. 30” 
.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
wrist marked Crown/VR B.S.A. Co 1901 L.E I*. Bolt and 
rifle have matching numbers. Metalwork with most overall 
finish with some speckle staining. GC original woodwork 
with lobbing sight and missing rear swivel. The butt marked 
NZ 1901 etc. Includes original magazine. GWO&C ALR

16 - NO4 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                   
British Military WWII period SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” 
.303 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked S 
NO 4 MKI* and U.S. PROPERTY (Savage made U.S lend 
lease). Metalwork retains near all original finish. Bolt and 
action have matching numbers. ExC original woodwork with 
correct alloy butt plate. Includes its original spike bayonet 
with steel scabbard. ExWO&C ALR

17 - P14 RIFLE                               
British Military WWI period Enfield P14 bolt action rifle. 
25 ½” .303 cal barrel with original foresight and bayonet lug. 
The rear sight has been removed and Parker Hale apperture 
range sight fitted. The receiver with broad arrow and ord-
nance marks as well as ERA (Edystone) makers mark. Met-
alwork has most original blue. Bolt and action have match-
ing numbers. VGC original woodwork marked NO3 MKII. 
VGWO&C ALR

18 - 07 HOOKED QUILLION BAYONET              
Rare and desirable British Military SMLE bayonet 42½cm 
blade with ordnance marks 1907-10 date and FFD? The quil-
lion with original hook and 11952 number. The blade with 
most original blued finish. The grips are quite heavily worn 
with sold out of service mark on the pommel. Includes cor-
rect scabbard. GC

19 - PAT 88 BAYONET                          
MKI model .30cm ordnance and Wilkinson marks etc. Blade 
with grey patina. GC grips with twin rivets and oiler in the 
pommel. Includes scabbard. GC

20 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET                       
NO4 MKII bayonet for the SMLE. Complete with MKI steel 
scabbard and frog. VGC

21 - NO9 BAYONET                             
Blade bayonet for the No4 rifle or MK5 Sten. Marked NO9 
MKI. Near all blue, includes steel scabbard. VGC 

22 - SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10 REVOLVER 
U.S double action Victory revolver. 6” .38 Special cal barrel 
with original sights and marked SMITH & WESSON with 
patent dates etc and 38. S&W SPECIAL CTG. Metalwork 
has thinning blue with some staining. Frame with S&W 
logo. VGC wartime plain wood grips. GWO&C B/CLR

23 - BERETTA 1935 PISTOL          
Italian WWII period semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32 acp cal bar-
rel, the slide with original sights and marked P BERETTA 
CAL 7.65 BREVETTATA GARDON B.T. 1940-SVIII. The 
frame with PSF inspection mark and 1940 date. Metalwork 
has most original finish turning to plum colour on the slide 
and thinning on the edges. GC original grip and includes its 
correct leather holster. VGWO&C CLR

24 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL           
German, circa 1969, semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32 acp cal bar-
rel with German proofs, the slide with banner logo caliber 
and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original bright 
blue finish. ExC original brown plastic banner logo grips. In-
cludes its original cardboard box with test target, instructions 
and cleaning rod. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C 
CLR

25 - BROWNING M1900 PISTOL        
Belgium FN semi auto pistol. 3.9” .32 acp cal barrel, slide 
with integral sights with cocking indication and marked 
with Herstal address etc. Metalwork retains near all original 
bright blue. ExC original hard rubber grips with M1900 pis-
tol logo. ExWO&C CLR

26 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL        
Vintage Browning .32 acp cal pistol. 3½” Barrel with Bel-
gian proofs, the slide with integral sights and marked FN 
with Herstal address. Metalwork retains most original blue 
thinning on the edges. Original hard rubber grips with a fine 
crack from the screw to the base on the left hand side, other-
wise VGWO&C CLR
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27 - WALTHER PP GRIPS                        
Pair of original black plastic banner logo grips for the PP 
model pistol. Includes screw. VGC 

28 - COLT 1911 GRIPS                         
Nice quality reproduction walnut diamond pattern grips for 
the early 1911 model pistol. ExC 

29 - COLT NAVY BOOK                          
.51 Colt Navies by Swayze. Hard cover, large format, B&W 
photos, 243 pages. Excellent in depth reference book. VGC

30 - COLT SINGLE ACTION BOOK                 
Colt Cavalry, Artillery and Military Revolvers 1873-1903 
by Cockran. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 288 
pages. Excellent reference book. ExC 

31 - COLT MAINTANANCE TOOL                   
Original tool to suit Colt Automatic M1900, 02, 03 1911 etc. 
Colt blued finish with screw driver and punch end. As found 
in cased sets. VGC

32 - BAYONET BOOK                            
Bayonets of the First World War by Ber and Aubry. Hard 
cover, large format, 80 pages. Covers country by country 
with original B&W and modern colour photos. NEW

33 - CHINESE AK47             
Chinese select fire model 56 rifle. 15½” 7.62x39 cal barrel 
with original sights. The receiver is marked 56 and 66 inside 
triangle arsenal mark. Three position selector, safe, full and 
semi auto. Metalwork retains near all original blued finish. 
ExC original steel underfolding stock and wooden pistol 
grip and forend. This version of the AK is seldom encoun-
tered. ExWO&C CLR

34 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE         
Chinese semi automatic version of the AK47 rifle. 16” 
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights, muzzle break and 
bayonet lug. The receiver is marked Norinco etc and metal-
work has near all original blued finish. VGC original wood-
work with a few small dings. Complete with swivel, rod, 
cleaning kit and 30R magazine. ExWO&C ELR

35 - SKS RIFLE                               
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with the 
original sights. The bayonet and lug have been removed. 
The receiver with Chinese arsenal marks as well as stamped 
A-CAT. The magazine has been shortened to 5R. Metalwork 
with near all original finish and ExC woodwork. ExWO&C 
ALR

36 - VEPR RIFLE                              
Russian Molot Vepr rifle based on the AK system. 16” 
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver with 
sidemount scope rail illuminated recticle scope. The receiv-
er is marked VYATSKIE POLYANY MADE IN RUSSIA 
VERR. Metalwork retains nearly all original finish. ExC 
original wooden thumb hole stock and forend. Includes 
polymer 5R magazine plus two extra magazines. ExWO&C 
ALR

37 - CHINESE TYPE 51 PISTOL     
Chinese Military Tokarev pistol. 4½” 7.62x25 cal barrel, the 
slide with original sights. Frame marked with Chinese Ar-
senal and character marks as well as 1952 date. Metalwork 
retains most original finish thinning on the edges. VGC 
original star insignia plastic grips. Includes original maga-
zine. VGWO&C CLR

38 - CHINESE MAKAROV PISTOL   
Commercial Norinco model 59 semi auto pistol. 3½” 
9x18MAK cal barrel. The slide with original sights and 
marked MODEL 59 9X18 MADE IN CHINA. Metalwork  
retains near all original blue finish. ExC brown star insignia 
grips. Includes original box with extra magazine. ExWO&C 
CLR

39 - CZ 75 PISTOL                 
Czech, circa 1991 semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel with 
original sights and CZ markings on the slide. Metalwork 
with most original finish. VGC original grips. VGWO&C 
B/CLR

40 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL              
Austrian semi auto pistol. Generation 3 variant. 4½” 9mm 
cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all 
original finish. ExC polymer frame and grip, includes box 
with 4 extra magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

41 - TOKAREV MAGAZINE                        
7.62x25 cal magazine for the TT33 or type 51 pistol, blued 
finish. VGC

42 - H&K MAGAZINES                           
Two Heckler & Koch 8R 9mm cal magazines to suit the P7 
pistol. ExC 

43 - M1A1 CARBINE              
An extremely rare U.S WWII Paratrooper M1A1 variant 
of the M1 carbine. 18” .30M1 cal barrel marked INLAND 
MFG DIV GENERAL MOTORS 5-44. The chamber 
marked U.S CARBINE CAL .30 M1. The rear with adjust-
able sight serial number and INLAND markings. The origi-
nal steel side folding stock is correctly marked under the 
butt plate B257614* and sunburst 10. The dark leather cheek 
piece with correct rivets. Original walnut stock marked on 
the pistol grip with P inside circle. Fitted with olive drab 
sling, 15R magazine and oiler in the wire stock. Metalwork 
has dark original finish thinning on the wire stock. The stock 
has been lightly refinished at some time. Original versions 
like this are seldom seen as most are reproductions and are 
always desirable for the collector. ExWO&C
EST 5000-6000

44 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G       
WWII period M1A1 Submachine gun. 10” .45 acp cal bar-
rel with original sights and winged battle sight on the rear. 
Receiver marked with Thompson logo US PROPERTY 
THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBER .45 M1A1 
AUTO ORDNANCE etc and inspection marks. Upper and 
lower serial numbers are matching. Metalwork has most 
thinning overall finish. VGC original woodwork stamped 
AAU on the butt. Includes correct 30R parkerised maga-
zine. ExWO&C CLR

45 - GERMAN MG34 MACHINEGUN            
WWII German 8mm cal machine gun. 24” Barrel with 
flashhider and correct sights. The chamber is marked dot 
1943 (Czech Brunn Works) and the serial number as well as 
small British post war proof mark, the feed cover has 1944 
date and sub contractor code and small number but has orig-
inal matching serial number which is also at the rear with a 
Waffen-amt and on both parts of the butt stock. Metalwork 
has not been refinished and has grey to dark original patina. 
VGC dark brown Bakelite butt stock and pistol grip and 
includes original Nazi and contract marked bipod, leather 
sling and belt drum. One of the more original examples we 
have recently encountered. VG-ExWO&C CLR
EST 5000-6500

46 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE                       
30R .45 acp stick magazine to suit the M1A1 or 1928 etc. 
Near all blued finish. SEYMOUR products brand.  ExC  

47 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE                       
Same as previous lot. ExC 

48 - THOMPSON SLING                          
Original webbing sling for the U.S S.M.G. Some corrosion 
and staining on the steel connector sections and cloth. FC

49 - THOMPSON MAG POUCH                      
Three cell 30R Thompson pouch. Tan webbing marked U.S 
MEDCORP SADDLERY CO. 1942. Missing one of the 
dome studs otherwise ExC.
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50 - THOMPSON ROD AND TOOL                   
Brass cleaning rod and blued steel maintenance tool for the 
U.S S.M.G. VGC

51 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE                        
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with 
original sights with front protector. The barrel is marked 
with cal and German Importer BRIGANT as well as federal 
German proofs. The Army acceptance marks have had the  
Swastika punched out. The chamber is marked byf (Mauser) 
44 and with 135 Waffen-amts. Metalwork with most over-
all re blue. ExC laminated correct stock with original sling. 
ExWO&C ALR

52 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE                        
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with 
correct sights and without WWII markings (VGC bore re-
placement). The chamber is marked byf (Mauser) 43 and 
with Russian capture X and modern German proof as well 
as the 135 Waffen-amt. Bolt has been re-numbered to the 
gun with electric pencil. Metalwork with most re-blue. VGC 
solid wood stock with matching number. VGWO&C  ALR

53 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE                  
WWII Japanese bolt action rifle. 31½” 6.5 cal barrel with 
original sights. The chamber with Chrysanthinum icon still 
present and type 38 in Japanese characters. The receiver is 
marked with the Nagoya arsenal mark. Metalwork with dark 
original patina. The original two piece woodwork is in GC 
with overall handling dings but above average for this rifle. 
Complete with swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR

54 - SWISS K31 CARBINE                       
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 
25” 7.5 Swiss cal barrel with original sights with front muz-
zle protector plus bayonet lug. Receiver with Swiss crown. 
Metalwork retains most blue, thinning in areas. VGC origi-
nal woodwork complete with sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR

55 - K31 PARTS                               
A bag of assorted parts for the Swiss rifles/carbines. Includes 
sight, firing pin, barrel band bolt parts and springs. ExC 

56 - SCHMIDT RUBIN BAYONET                   
Swiss Military bayonet to fit the G11 and K31 rifles. 30cm 
Double edge blade with makers mark. Includes blued steel 
scabbard with leather frog. VG-ExC 

57 - RUSSIAN K98 BAYONET ETC                 
A Russian made bayonet for the German Mauser rifle. 25cm 
Blued blade with Russian makers mark and 44 date. Near all 
blued finish complete with scabbard and leather frog, plus a 
3 cell ammo pouch. ExC 

58 - ARISAKA BAYONET                         
Japanese WWII type 30 Arisaka bayonet. 40cm White steel 
blade with ordnance marks. GC wooden grips. Includes 
steel scabbard. GC

59 - MILLBANK AMSLER RIFLE                   
Swiss Military, circa 1863, original conversion from per-
cussion to 10.4mm rimfire with swinging black mechanism. 
36” barrel with original sights. Block marked V SAUER-
BERY IN BASEL and the plate W SAUERBERY and the 
gun is Swiss ordnance marked in several places. Metalwork 
has near all bright blue on the barrel and faint case colours 
on the lock. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels. 
A top example. ExWO&C ALR

60 - SNIDER RIFLE                            
Most likely Indian made 3 band Enfield Snider long rifle. 
36” .577 cal barrel, the rear sight is marked in Sanscript as is 
the chamber and lower brass tang. Action without name on 
the plate and has MKIII spring catch and cupped hammer. 
Metalwork with dark to grey patina. GC woodwork  
with brass triggerguard and butt plate with a repair at the 
base of the butt. F-GWO&C ALR

61 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE                
British/NZ Military Snider Carbine. 21½” .577 cal barrel 
with bayonet bar and original sights and ordnance marks. 
The breech is mark III spring catch type and cupped face 
hammer. Metalwork with dark re-finish. VGC woodwork  
with brass furniture. NZ marked on the butt. GWO&C ALR

62 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE                     
British Military Martini action rifle. 32½” .577/450 cal bar-
rel with original sights and ordnance marks. Chamber is 
marked SX (strengthend extractor) and the receiver crown 
VR BSA & M Co 1886 III I and ordnance mark. Metalwork 
with dark patina. GC woodwork and includes rod. GWO&C  
ALR

63 - NOCK PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL         
A single converted from Flintlock to percussion duelling 
pistol. 10” Octagonal .52 cal barrel without address or proof 
marks but marked on the underside with TP (makers mark?). 
The lock plate is marked H NOCK and with basic engraving 
and plain hammer. Metalwork has pin pricking all over and  
heavily cleaned at some point to a grey silver patina. GC one 
piece stock with steel furniture engraved with stand of flags 
and pineapple finial, complete with ram rod. F-GWO&C  
NLR

64 - BOXLOCK PISTOL                          
Antique, circa early 1800’s, Flintlock boxlock pistol. 3¼” 
.52 cal octagonal brass barrel with cannon turned muz-
zle, the barrel and frame are all one piece brass and with-
out makers name or proofs. The action with top mounted 
pan safety. One piece chequered grip with octagonal butt. 
GWO&C NLR

65 - SCOTTISH BOXLOCK PISTOL                 
Medium size boxlock percussion Antique pistol. 2¾” .54 
bore /.44 cal octagonal barrel marked INVERNESS. Brass 
action with Birmingham proof, foliate engraving and con-
cealed trigger. GC chequered grip with silver escucheon. 
GWO&C NLR

66 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL                  
Antique small brass framed boxlock muff pistol. 1¼” Round 
.50 cal turn off barrel. The action with concealed trigger and 
safety and engraved with stand of flags and LONDON T 
CLAY and Birmingham proved behind the barrels.  The 
one piece grip is finely chequered and has silver escucheon. 
GWO&C NLR

67 - PATTERN 1821 SWORD                      
British Military light Cavalry Sword. 81cm slightly curved 
flat back blade with fuller ¾ of the blade and marked 
Crown/11 and Crown/13 as well as EX. Steel 3 band guard 
and stepped back hilt, wooden grip with heavily worn fish  
skin and wire grip. Steel scabbard with twin rings is marked 
ACE 60. GC

68 - PATTERN 97 SWORD                        
British/Australian Military Infantry Officers pattern 1897 
sword. 82cm etched blade marked D JONES & CO SYD-
NEY. Plated steel guard with shagreen and wire grip. Com-
plete with sword knot and leather bound scabbard. GC

69 - PATTERN 1827 SWORD                      
Antique British Naval Officers Pattern 1827/46 sword. 
80cm etched flat back blade with ¾ length fuller brass hilt 
and shagreen grip. The grip is worn and lost wire. Complete 
with brass and leather scabbard. GC

70 - SWORD/HANGER                            
Mid 19th Century British Military Transport Corps Privates 
Hanger, 22½” speer point blade with Crown over 16. The 
otherside with Solinger Knights head makers mark. Blade 
is in VGC without pitting and dark grey patina. VGC solid 
cast brass hilt. ExC
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71 - NORINCO 97 SHOTGUN                      
A sought after copy of the Winchester pump action shot-
gun. 20” Cylinder bore 12g barrel with bead sight and ¾ 
magazine tube. Metalwork retains near all original blue and 
ExC woodwork. Ideal for cowboy action shooting as like 
the original it has no trigger disconnect. ExWO&C ALR
 
72 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN                    
US made pump action shotgun. 20” 12g barrel with full 
length magazine, bayonet lug and factory heat sheild. The 
action retains near all original parkerised finish. ExC origi-
nal synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR

73 - ITHICA DEER SLAYER SHOTGUN               
A nice quality U.S made pump action shotgun. 20” 12g 
barrel with rifle sights, smooth bore and ¾ choke as well 
as ½ magazine and marked Ithica model 37 featherweight 
Deerslayer etc. The action engraved with hunting scene. 
Metalwork retains nearly all bright original blue. ExC wal-
nut chequered woodwork. In like new ExWO&C ALR

74 - BAIKAL COACH GUN                        
Russian modern made S/S hammer shotgun. 20”  12g bar-
rels with ½ choke and sling swivel. Metalwork with near all 
original blue and engraved action. ExC original woodwork. 
Ideal for cowboy action shooting and in like new ExC ALR

75 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER        
A high quality and very desirable U.S, circa mid 1980’s, 
double action revolver. 6” .357 cal barrel with original 
sights and marked Python 357 and Colt address. Metalwork 
retains near all original bright royal blue finish. Fitted with 
aftermarket Pachmayr rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR 

76 - S&W .22 JET REVOLVER         
A very rare and unusual collectable Smith & Wesson model 
53 double action K Frame revolver, circa 1960/70’s. 5¾” 
.22 JET MAGNUM cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON 
.22 magnum and with original adjustable sights. The 22 Jet 
or 22 centre fire magnum which is based on a neck down 
357 magnum case designed to shoot to 100 yards at great 
velocity. The 6 shot cylinder also includes 6 inserts that al-
low .22lr to be shot by adjusting the hammer with a lever 
that toggles between rim and centerfire. Metalwork retains 
most original blue thinning near the muzzle and edges, plus 
a couple of scratches. Bright case colours on the small parts. 
ExC original chequered walnut grips. VG-ExWO&C B/
CLR

77 - S&W MODEL 625 REVOLVER      
U.S Smith & Wesson Jerry Miculek model 625-8 double ac-
tion revolver. 4” .45 acp cal barrel with original adjustable 
sights and marked with cal and S&W. Frame and wooden 
grip marked JM. Metalwork retains near all original matte  
stainless finish without scratching. In like new ExWO&C 

78 - TAURUS REVOLVER            
Brazilian double action model 66 revolver. 6” .357 mag cal 
barrel with original sights. Metalwork with most blued fin-
ish and GC original wooden grips. GWO&C  B/CLR

79 - LUFTWAFFE OBSERVORS BADGE               
WWII German Airforce award blackened eagle, grey 
wreath, dish back with round pin. GC 

80 - FLAK AWARD                              
Late WWII German zinc type Luftwaffe flak award. Round 
type pin, some loss of finish. GC

81 - SS HONOR RING                           
Nazi German ring with skull, runes and Swastika. Joint be-
hind skull and inscribed. GC

82 - SS COLLAR TABS                          
A mirrored pair of SS Officers collar tabs with deaths head 
and RZM paper labels. VGC 

83 - SS CAP INSIGNIA                         
A high quality SS Cap eagle with hollow back with three se-
curing pins. Gold colour to the back and low recessed parts 
of the eagle etc. Also includes deaths head skull marked rzm 
M1/52. P Meybayer manufacture. VGC

84 - S BOAT AWARD                            
WWII German Schnellboote ‘S Boat’ award. 2nd pattern 
Schwerin type, nearly all gilt to the wreath and eagle. Re-
verse with bottle pin marked FEC W.E PEEKHAUS BER-
LIN AUSF.SCHWERN.BERLIN 68. VGC

85 - ANTI PARTISAN AWARD                     
WWII German rare bronze Anti Partisan award. Hollow 
back and bottle pin. Text book example. VGC

86 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL         
Very collectable Walther pocket pistol, circa 1970’s. 3” .22lr 
barrel, the slide with original sights and marked with Ulm 
address banner logo Model TPH etc and German prooved. 
Metalwork retains near all bright original blue with very 
slight loss near the muzzle. ExC original wooden grips 
with a few handling marks. Includes original magazine. 
ExWO&C CLR

87 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL       
Vintage FN Browning pocket pistol. 2” .25 acp cal bar-
rel with Belgian proofs. The slide with integral sights 
and Herstal address. Metalwork retains nearly all original 
bright blue finish. ExC original Bakelite BABY logo grips. 
Includes original magazine and FN logo dark green box. 
ExWO&C CLR. 

88 - BROWNING M1906 PISTOL       
Vintage Belgian model 1910 vest pistol. 2” .25 acp cal bar-
rel, the slide with integral sights, FN Herstal address and 
Belgian proofs. Metalwork retains nearly all original blue. 
Frame with grip and slide locking safety. VGC original hard 
rubber grips and original magazine. ExWO&C  CLR

89 - ASTRA FALCON PISTOL       
Good quality Spanish Astra model 4000 semi auto pistol. 
3¾” .22lr cal barrel, the slide with original sights and As-
tra legend. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC 
original wood grain plastic grips with Astra logo. ExWO&C 
CLR

90 - L1A1 RIFLE               
Ex NZ Military issue ‘SLR’. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash 
hider and bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver is 
marked RIFLE 7.62MM L1A1 and AD63 suffix (Lithgow 
1963). Metalwork has grey patina with traces of original 
finish. GC original woodwork complete with wooden carry 
handle, swivels and 20R magazine. GWO&C ELR

91 - M1 CARBINE                
U.S Military WWII period semi auto carbine. 18” .30 car-
bine cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and 
marked underwood 1 44 flying bomb. The chamber is 
marked U.S CARBINE CAL 30 M1. The rear of the receiv-
er is fitted with basic apperture battle sight and marked with 
NATIONAL POST METER makers name. Metalwork re-
tains most original blue. ExC original woodwork with crisp  
cartouches AAW and P. Complete with olive webbing sling 
and oiler plus 30R magazine. ExWO&C  ELR

92 - NO4 RIFLE                               
British/NZ Military WWII period bolt action SMLE rifle. 
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights etc. The receiver 
marked No4MKI LONG BRANCH 1942 and the wrist is 
NZ marked. Metalwork retains near all original finish and all 
serial numbers are matching including the inspection board 
tag. ExC woodwork without significant marks or scratches 
is in like new ExC making this one of the best No4’s we 
have encounted for the discerning collector. ExWO&C ALR
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93 - JUNGLE CARBINE                          
British WWII Military SMLE bolt action carbine. 20½” 
.303 cal barrel including flash hider and bayonet lug as well 
as original sights. The receiver is marked No 5MKI ROF 
(F) and with 2/45 date. Metalwork with most overall fin-
ish. Original woodwork in VGC, has been sanded at some 
point past and includes correct sling. All external numbers 
are matching. VG-ExWO&C ALR

94 - NZ LEE ENFIELD CARBINE                  
A rare NZ Military issue Lee Enfield carbine. 21” 3.03 cal 
barrel with original barley corn foresight and Pat 88 bayonet 
lug. The rear sight is correctly graduated to 500 yards on the 
bed and 2000 on the leaf. The chamber is stamped DP and 
firing pin is present. The bolt is correct type with flattened 
knob and matching number to the gun. The wrist is correctly 
marked VR ENFIELD 1894 and ENFIELD 1903 L.E.C I*. 
The other side is marked N arrow Z 808/1901 date. Metal-
work with most blue. Worn but GC woodwork with  all over 
dings and with its brass butt plate disc and swivels as well 
as correct 6R magazine. Only 1500 of these contract guns 
were made making this a desirable item for the NZ Military 
collector. GWO&C ALR

95 - NO9 RIFLE                               
British Military .22 bolt action SMLE training rifle. 25” 
.22lr  barrel with original sights. The receiver is marked .22 
F.N.9 MKI P-H 59 (Parker Hale 1959). Metalwork retains 
near all original finish, bolt and gun are matching. ExC 
original woodwork. The magazine is standard 303 type with  
follower etc. ExWO&C ALR

96 - CAVALRY RIFLE BUCKET                    
Rifle scabbard/bucket for the 303 Cavalry carbine. Brown 
leather construction. 81cm overall length marked broad ar-
row 20 and sold out of service. The arm section has been 
removed, otherwise VGC 

97 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET                      
US Military WWII period bayonet. 17cm parkerised blade. 
Cross guard marked with flying bomb, Imperial U.S M4. 
VGC stacked leather grip and includes original fiberglass 
M8 sheath. VGC 

98 - CRUCIFORM SMLE BAYONET                       
Rare version of the No4 MKI SMLE bayonet with 20½ cm 
Cruciform edged blade. The base blued and marked U.S.2 
No4 MKI SM and includes its steel scabbard. VGC

99 - NO7 BAYONET                             
Knife bayonet for the SMLE No4 rifle or MK5 sten gun. 
20cm White steel blade blued at the base and marked 
NO7MKI/L. Brown resin grip and blued steel scabbard. 
ExC 

100 - STREET SWEEPER SHOTGUN                  
A rare and very collectable South African Armsel Protecta 
12g shotgun. 11” 12g barrel with ventilated shroud. The 
gun uses a 12R revolving cylinder/drum magazine, which 
is cocked by the pistol grip. The front of the magazine is  
marked PROTECTA 12g x70mm etc. Intergral polymer 
pistol grip and rear section of the receiver with top fold-
ing steel stock complete with original South African price 
tag! Metalwork retains near all original matte blued finish, 
measuring just 19” folded. This is a unique opportuniry for 
the collector.  
ExWO&C CLR

101 - PM63 MACHINE PISTOL        
A Polish Military, circa 1974, machine pistol. 6” 9mm Ma-
karov cal barrel with muzzle flash hand protector fitted and 
the receiver with adjustable iron sights and marked with 
1974 and No11 Arsenal mark (Radom). Metalwork retains  
nearly all original blued finish and has a sliding steel stock. 
Plastic pistol grip with folding front grip and includes its 
25R box magazine. ExWO&C CLR

102 - POLISH PPS43/52 S.M.G   
Polish variant of the Soviet PPS43 Submachine gun. 10” 
7.62 TOKAREV cal barrel with ventilated heat shield and 
original sights. Marked with 1953 date and Polish No.6 ar-
senal mark. Metalwork retains nearly all Military blued fin-
ish. ExC original wooden butt stock and plastic grip. These 
saw Military use in Cuba and Angola. ExWO&C  CLR

103 - UZI SUBMACHINE GUN         
Isreali Military 9mm S.M.G. 10” Barrel with removable 
supressor that screws on to where the end nut threads. 19” 
barrel length with suppressor fitted and also has the original 
barrel nut. The receiver 3 position selector is marked in He-
brew and the rear S.M.G. UZI IMI. Metalwork with most 
overall Military parkerised finish and has blued steel under-
folding stock and 32R magazine. ExC black plastic grip and 
forend. VGWO&C CLR

104 - PM63 MAGAZINES                          
Two magazines for the Polish 9mm Makarov caliber ma-
chine pistol. 1x25R in grease paper and 1x15R flush mount. 
ExC

105 - 32R UZI MAGAIZNE                        
32R parkerised 9mm UZI magazine. ExC

106 - 25R UZI MAGAZINE                        
25R magazine for the 9mm S.M.G. Parkerised finish in new 
ExC

107 - UZI ACCESSORIES                         
A sight adjustment tool and double magazine clamp for the 
UZI S.M.G. ExC

108 - MARLIN 9MM CARBINE                      
U.S Semi auto carbine. 16” 9mm cal barrel with original 
iron sights. Metalwork retains most original blue. VGC 
original woodwork and includes its 12 shot magazine. Fits 
S&W magazines. VGWO&C ELR

109 - RUGER DEERFIELD CARBINE                 
Scarce and desirable U.S semi auto carbine. 17” .44 mag-
num cal blued barrel with iron sights. Metalwork retains 
near all original finish. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C 
ALR

110 - MARLIN .45 CARBINE       
U.S semi auto carbine 15 1/2” .45 acp cal blued barrel and 
action with original sights. Receiver with Red dot sight (pre-
sumed working). The original wooden stock has a split on 
both sides of the wrist but otherwise without dings. Includes 
7 shot Colt 1911 type magazine.  G-VGWO&C ALR

111 - RUGER MINI 30 RIFLE                     
U.S Semi auto rifle. 18” 7.62x39 cal blued barrel and action 
with original sights and fitted with aimpoint sight (presumed 
working). Metalwork with most original blue. VGC original 
woodwork with swivels and 5R magazine. VGWO&C  ALR

112 - MINI 30 MAGAZINE                        
5R magazine for the previous 7.62x39 cal rifle. VGC 

113 - DEERFIELD MAGAZINE                      
Five shot rotary magazine for the Ruger .44 mag semi auto.

114 - 9MM CAMP CARBINE MAGAZINE               
A large high capacity 32R? magazine for the U.S semi auto 
or S&W pistols. ExC 

115 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE                     
U.S lever action rifle. 24” .45LC cal round barrel with full 
length magazine, original sights and marked Winchester 94 
AE (angle eject) etc. Metalwork retains nearly all original 
bright blue. ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock and forend. 
Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C ALR

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail 
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South 

Road Penrose. Auckland
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116 - WINCHESTER 94 BIG BORE                  
A nice example of a U.S Winchester lever action “Big Bore” 
rifle. 20” .307 cal round barrel with full length magazine 
and original sights. Marked Winchester New Haven address 
MODEL 94AE CAL 307 WIN. Metalwork retains all origi-
nal bright blue finish and ExC original deluxe chequered 
walnut stock with Winchester rubber butt plate. Includes 
original box and paperwork, also includes 140R of Win-
chester factory ammo. In like new ExWO&C ALR

117 - WINCHESTER 94/22 RIFLE     
Vintage, circa mid 1970’s, .22 Magnum cal lever action ri-
fle. 20” Round barrel with original sights and Winchester 
legend. Receiver with period 4 power scope. Metalwork 
retains near all original blue except on the left hand side of 
the receiver there is some speckle staining. VGC original  
woodwork and includes original Winchester swing tag and 
Tisdalls price tag. VG-ExWO&C ALR

118 - WINCHESTER MODEL 92 CARBINE             
US Winchester lever action rifle. 20” Replacement 44-40 
cal barrel with iron sights and marked SPORTCO 92 W/44. 
Full length magazine and saddle ring on the action. The top 
tang with Winchester trademark and Made in USA. The 
magazine  tube has had a custom sling swivel attachment. 
Metalwork has most blue finish. GC woodwork, missing the 
rear swivel. GWO&C ALR

119 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER   
U.S Single action revolver. 7¼” .30MI carbine cal barrel 
with original sights with adjustable rear.  Metalwork retains 
near all original blue finish. ExC original grips. ExWO&C  
B/CLR

120 - RUGER REDHAWK REVOLVER   
U.S double action revolver. 7½” .44 magnum cal stainless 
steel barrel and action with adjustable sights. Metalwork has 
some handling scratches. VGC rubber grips. G-VGWO&C 
B/CLR

121 - S&W M439 PISTOL            
U.S, circa 1980’s, semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide 
with original adjustable sights etc. Alloy frame with single 
stack magazine. Metalwork with near all original bright 
blued finish and ExC original wooden grips. Includes origi-
nal box. Hard to find better in like new ExWO&C B/CLR

122 - CZ 75 PISTOL               
Circa 1987, Czech semi auto pistol. 4¼” 9mm cal barrel, the 
slide with fixed sights and  model 75 etc. Metalwork retains 
most original blued finish with a small area of loss on the 
slide. VGC original plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

123 - WINCHESTER STOCK                        
Model 70 featherweight short action stock. Original Win-
chester chequered walnut type with small professional re-
pair at the wrist otherwise ExC

124 - WEBLEY FLARE PISTOL                     
British Military WWI period 1918 dated No1 MK III flare 
pistol. 5½” Brass barrel and action. GC grips. Contained in 
a wooden and glass display case. VGWO&C NLR

125 - BRITISH FLARE GUN                       
British Military issue No1 MK5 flare pistol. Alloy construc-
tion, 5½” barrel marked BE and serial number, the frame 
with broad arrow and original wooden grips. VGWO&C 
NLR

126 - RUSSIAN FLARE PISTOL                    
WWII period model SPsh 26.5mm flare gun. Most overall 
blued finish and dated 1944 and Arsenal mark. GC brown 
Bakelite grips. VGWO&C NLR

127 - SWISS FLARE GUN                         
A massive and unusual Swiss M1917/38 34mm cal flare gun 
known as the “Racheten Pistole”. 11” Octagonal to round 
barrel. Marked with FW logo and Swiss Cross and has thin-
ning original blue. VGC original brown Bakelite grips and 
leather sling. VGWO&C NLR
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128 - M91/30 NAGANT RIFLE                     
Soviet WWII period bolt action rifle. 28” 7.62x54R cal bar-
rel with original sights. Metalwork with most overall arsenal 
refinish U.S importers mark & 1943 date. GC woodwork 
and includes bayonet. VGWO&C ALR

129 - M44 NAGANT CARBINE                      
Polish bolt action carbine. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with 
original sights and bayonet, 1953 date and Radom 11 ar-
senal mark. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC 
original woodwork complete with sling and rod. In as issued 
ExWO&C ALR

130 - TURKISH MAUSER RIFLE                    
Turkish M1903 bolt action rifle. 30” 8x57 cal barrel with 
1939 date crest for refurbishment and re-chamber to 8mm. 
Complete with original sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork 
with dark patina. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

131 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE                    
M38 bolt action rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with BFA thread 
and iron sights. The chamber is marked Husqvarna etc 1943. 
Metalwork with dulling original finish. GC woodwork has 
been shortened to the barrel band in the style of the target 
rifle. GWO&C ALR

132 - TURKISH MAUSER BAYONET                  
46cm steel blade marked in sanscript. Cross guard with 
hooked quillion. GC wooden grips and steel scabbard with 
leather frog. GC

133 - MAUSER G98 BAYONET                      
The original bayonet for the Mauser rifle. 51cm slim blade 
with quilback and Enfurt marked. Some pinpricking to the 
blade and metalwork. GC original grip. GC

134 - MAUSER G98 BAYONET                      
Similar to previous lot but with SOLINGEN mark. GC

135 - SPANISH BOLO BAYONET                    
M1941 Spanish Mauser bayonet. 25cm Bolo blade with se-
rial number. GC wood grips and steel scabbard. VGC

136 - R.P.D LIGHT MACHINE GUN      
A Cold War Period Polish Military squad automatic weap-
on. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights graduated 
to 1000 yards. The receiver feed cover is marked with the 
Radom arsenal 11 symbol and 1961 date. Second variant 
with folding cocking handle. Metalwork retains nearly all 
its original blued finish with some light surface scratches 
to the cover. ExC original woodwork complete with its bi-
pod , cleaning rod, 100R belt drum plus an extra drum thats 
new in the grease paper. This is the first of these iconic guns 
we  have had for sale and a great opportunity for the “Com 
Block” or MG collector. ExWO&C CLR

137 - SWEDISH B.A.R.             
Swedish Military Kg M/37 variant of the U.S Browning Au-
tomatic rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal removable barrel with original 
sights an bipod fitted. The receiver is marked CARL GUS-
TAFFS STAOS 1943 GEVARS FAKTORI with Swedish  
crown. Metalwork retains near all original Military finish. 
ExC original chequered wooden grip and butt stock with 
swivels. ExWO&C CLR

138 - ROMANIAN AKM              
A seldom seen for sale in NZ Romanian model 65 AKM as-
sault rifle. 15½” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and 
bayonet lug. Pressed steel receiver with 3 position selector 
and underfolding steel stock. ExC original brown plastic 
pistol grip and wooden pistol grip forend. Metalwork retains  
near all original Military finish and includes correct 30R 
magazine. ExWO&C CLR
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139 - VZ 58 RIFLE                
Czech model 58 select fire assault rifle. 14½” 7.62x39 cal 
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is 
marked with she ordnance code and 62 date and has 3 posi-
tion selector, single, safe and full auto. Metalwork retains 
near all original Military dark grey enamel finish and has 
side folding steel stock. ExC original resin wood forend and 
pistol grip.  Includes its 30 shot magazine plus 3 extra in 
original leather pouch and its cleaning kit. ExWO&C CLR

140 - VZ 58 MAGAZINE                          
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine for the Czech rifle. In unissued 
condition in original shrink wrap. ExC 

141 - AK MAGAZINE                             
Bulgarian 40R plastic AK47 magazine. ExC 

142 - SWEDISH LAHTI PISTOL            
Swedish Military Model 1940 semi auto pistol. 4½” Bar-
rel with original sights. Frame is marked HUSQVARNA etc 
and metalwork has most slightly thinning original blue. ExC 
original grips with Royal Crown. Includes original leather 
holster with cleaning rod, loading tool and two extra maga-
zines. ExWO&C B/CLR

143 - LAHTI TARGET PISTOL                     
Finish Valmet L.35 Lahti semi automatic pistol. 7” 9mm cal 
replacement target barrel marked Benson & Gass - Boden. 
The receiver with original rear sight and is marked Valmet 
L-35. Metalwork with near all blued finish. ExC original 
plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

144 - G DATE LUGER PISTOL         
A seldom seen for sale Mauser G Date Luger pistol. 4” 9mm 
cal barrel, the chamber marked with G (secret code for the 
year 1936 to foil the Versailles Arms Inspectors). The toggle 
marked S/42 (Mauser code). All serial numbers are match-
ing except the magazine which is the correct type. Metal-
work retains most overall original blue finish with a bit of 
holster wear to the typical areas and staining above the left 
hand grip. VGC original grips and complete with its correct 
1936 dated holster with stripping tool and extra magazine. 
G coded Lugers are one of the first Lugers produced in the 
re-arming of Germany in the 1930’s and this is one of the 
few examples we have encounted. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

145 - VICKERS LUGER PISTOL         
A rare 9mm Dutch Vickers Luger. Manufactured in the 
Woolwich arsenal of Bickers at Erith in Kent England, circa 
1921. DWM Berlin were forbidden to export firearms under 
the treaty of Versailles, for the Dutch East Indies Army (In-
donesia). Originally believed by American Luger ‘experts’ 
to have been assembled from parts from DWM. Recent Brit-
ish research has found that they are completely made by the 
famous Vickers company who ‘tooled up’ for the contract. 
They were shipped to Batavia in the white and completed at 
the arsenal with coarse wooden grips. 4” Barrel with serial 
number and British proofs, unmarked chamber with Dutch 
proof on the side. The toggle marked VICKERS LTD and 
the safety rust. The frame is 1906 grip safety type same as  
original Dutch contract. Metalwork is in good order but 
shows signs of the harsh tropical conditions of the East In-
dies. Complete with what is believed to be the correct hol-
ster and Batavia arsenal made cleaning rod and has a spare  
magazine. This is an interesting, rare and historic Luger 
variation from the Willis collection. VGWO&C B/CLR

146 - REMINGTON 700 RIFLE                     
U.S bolt action tactical/target rifle. 20” .308 cal blued 
fluted heavy barrel with 1 in 12” twist rate. The receiver 
marked Remington model 700 tactical and fitted with one 
piece picatiney rail and Bushell 5-15 power paralax adust-
able Elite 3200 telescopic sight. Metalwork retains near all 
original matte black finish. ExC original green rough texture 
composite stock with bipod.  ExWO&C ALR

147 - RUGER .17 HORNET RIFLE                  
U.S bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .17 hornet cal stainless 
steel barrel and action. The receiver is marked Ruger ALL 
Weather 77/17 and fitted with a Weaver 3-10 power scope. 
Metalwork with bead blasted finish and without scratches. 
ExC original green/brown laminated wood stock and in-
cludes its detachable rotary magazine. ExWO&C ALR

148 - REMINGTON MODEL 700 RIFLE               
U.S bolt action Sporting rifle. 25” 300 Win Mag cal stainless 
steel barrel and action which are marked Remington Model 
700 etc. The receiver with one piece base and 1” rings. Met-
alwork with bead blasted finish and without scratches. ExC 
original black synthetic stock. ExWO&C  ALR

149 - SCHULTZ & LARSEN RIFLE                  
Danish bolt action sporting rifle. 23½” .270 cal barrel mkd 
Schultz & Larsen and without sights. The action with mak-
ers name etc M60. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview optic. 
Retains most overall blue with some scratching & thinning 
finish at the muzzle. VGC walnut stock. GWO&C ALR

150 - VOERE RIFLE                             
Austrian bolt action sporting rifle. 25” 8x57JS cal Gecado 
marked barrel with iron sights. Mauser 98 type action with 
twin set triggers, 73 proof and Voere logo fitted with quick 
release mounts and Walti Waffen optic. Metalwork with 
near all blue and GC woodwork with some surface scratch-
ing. GWO&C ALR

151 - LEUPOLD VX6 TELESCOPIC SIGHT            
Top of the range U.S target/hunting telescopic sight. VX6 
3-18x50 with side focus parallax adjustable and fine duplex 
recticle. Finger adjustable turrets plus an additional preset 
6.5 Norma caliber turnet (includes the factory turret lens 
covers and box). In as new ExWO&C 

152 - ZEISS TELESCOPIC SIGHT                  
Conquest 3.5-10x44 model with 1” tube and rapid Z 800 
recticle. In original box. ExWO&C

153 - LEUPOLD 4 POWER SCOPE                   
FX-II 4x28 power handgun or long eye relief scope with 
Weaver rings and original box. ExWO&C

154 - SIMONS SCOPE                            
Four power pistol long eye relief scope with rings 

155 - BUSHNELL SCOPE                          
Ultra HD lengend model scope. 3-9x40 with side focus par-
alax. Includes original box. ExWO&C 

156 - H&K M91 RIFLE              
West German semi automatic version of the G3 rifle. 20” 
.308 cal barrel including flash hider and original sights with 
diopter/drum rear sight. The receiver with factory 2 position 
selector and marked HK 91 etc. The trigger fitted with re-
movable shoe for increased width. Metalwork has nearly all  
original matte finish without scratches. ExC original black 
synthetic furniture and 20R magazine. Hard to find better in 
like new ExWO&C ELR

157 - H&K AR15 RIFLE          
A high quality German model MR223A1 semi auto rifle. 
18” .223 cal barrel with flash hider and marked HK DE II, 
serial number and cal. Gas Piston type operating system 
with full length optic rail and marked HK sidearms GMDH  
Made In Germany Cat 1740 etc. Fitted with aftermarket 
ambi bolt release. Metalwork retains nearly all original 
matte black finish without scratches. Alloy multi rail forend 
& clollapsable stock. Includes original steel 30R magazine. 
ExWO&C ELR

158 - AR10 RIFLE                 
U.S CMMG brand semi auto rifle. 18” .308 stainless steel 
heavy barrel with muzzle break. Flat top receiver and multi 
rail handguard. Billet Alloy lower receiver marked CMMG 
MK-3 7.62mm etc. Metalwork with near all original matte  
finish. Magpul fixed stock with ergo grip and 5R magazine. 
ExWO&C ELR
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159 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE         
Chinese semi automatic version of the AK47. 16” 7.62x39 
cal barrel with original sights, muzzle break and bayonet 
lug. The receiver is marked with Norinco logo etc and re-
tains nearly all original blue finish. ExC original wooden 
furniture. Complete with cleaning kit and rod, 30R maga-
zine and sling. ExWO&C ELR

160 - H&K G3 STOCK                            
German Heckler & Koch synthetic PSG1 sniper/target butt- 
stock to fit the G3/91 rifle with adjustable cheek and butt 
pad. Complete with recoil spring. Seldom offered for sale. 
ExC

161 - G3 BIPOD FOREND                         
Factory synthetic H&K G3/91 forend with folding bipod. 
ExC

162 - H&K G3 SCOPE                            
German Hensoldt Z24 optic and claw mount for the Ger-
man H&K G3/91 rifle. As issued to the German Military in 
original carry case with tools and filter. ExC

163 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
30R Alloy magazine in original plastic Military issue 
‘stores’ packaging. ExC

164 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
30R Chinese made 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S Magazine. Near 
all blued finish. VGC 

165 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
Same as previous lot. VGC

166 - ANTIQUE CANNON                          
A Dutch pattern Naval cannon, circa 1750-1800. Most 
likely used on small merchant ships or as decoration at a 
Grand Home. 74cm overall length with approx. 35mm bore 
diameter. Nice original weathered aged patina. VGC NLR

167 - MODEL CANNON                            
Hand built working model cannon and carriage. Brass barrel 
30cm overall length and approx. 10 bore/.70” bore diameter. 
Wooden carriage with wheels and brass fittings. VGC NLR

168 - MINATURE CANNON                         
A very small working brass cannon with wooden carrage. 
Use Cordite strips to fire match heads. Measures just 7cm 
overall length. VGC NLR

169 - CANNON BALLS                            
Two antique iron cannon balls. 3 pound and 5 pound. Nice 
aged patina. GC

170 - GEORGE DAW PERCUSSION PISTOL            
Antique, circa 1830-40’s, Percussion overcoat pistol. 5¾” 
approx. .61 cal barrel with captive ram rod and marked with 
Birmingham proofs. The lock plate is borderline engraved 
and marked GH DAW. Metalwork has dark patina to the 
barrel and traces of case colours on the hammer and lock 
plate. VGC one piece wooden stock with brass furniture and 
lanyard loop, making it most likely a private purchase Offic-
ers pistol. Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR

171 - EAST INDIA GOVERNMENT PISTOL            
Antique, circa 1867 Birmingham manufactured percussion 
pistol for East India Government. 7¾” .68 cal round barrel 
with original foresight, captive ram rod and ordnance marks. 
The lock plate is marked Crown/EIG and 1867 BIRMING-
HAM. Metalwork with grey patina and some pinpricking 
near the nipple, the one piece wooden stock with brass fur-
niture and steel lanyard ring. Has some aged repaired cracks 
and faint traces of the EIG cartouche. GWO&C NLR

172 - PERCUSSION TURNOVER PISTOL              
Antique, circa 1830-50’s, Percussion double barrel turnover 
pistol by Gasquoine & Dyson. 2 1/2” 80 bore cal barrels 
marked with Birmingham proof marks. The barrel is rotated 
anti clockwise to fire the next barrel. Boxlock action with 
concealed trigger and foliate engraved. GC finely chequered  
grips with silver excucheon. There is a 7mm crack in the 
frame in front of the hamer but this is not seen when the 
hammer is down. An unusual gun that is not often encoun-
tered. GWO&C  NLR

173 - 38 S&W COLLECTORS AMMO                  
Two 50 packets of Remington UMC 38 S&W cal vintage 
1950’s ammo. First packet unopened with blue/black card-
board with pale green lables. The second also unopened 
green cardboard type with slight tear around the seal. VGC 
ALR

174 - 38 S&W COLLECTORS AMMO                  
Similar to previous lot but 1 x blue black packet and 2 x 
green packets. Seals broken and slightly tatty. GC

175 - 303 SAVAGE AMMO                         
Three 20R packets of Vintage Savage brand ammo. One 
side with red label and the other with oval savage logo. Col-
lectable packets have been opened and a little tatty. F-GC

176 - BROWN BESS MUSKET                       
Antique, circa 1807 Flintlock Musket. 33½” .75cal smooth 
bore barrel with original foresight and without ever being 
fitted with rear sight. The lock plate with swan neck cock is 
marked with makers name BRANDER , East Indian compa-
ny, heart shaped mark and 1807 date. Metalwork with dark 
grey patina and some aged pin pricking near the breech and 
on the action. GC original East Indian pattern woodwork 
with brass furniture, the butt plate is marked NY17. Com-
plete with swivels and original ram rod. G-VGWO&C NLR

177 - BROWN BESS MUSKET                       
Early 19th Century British Military 3rd model India pattern 
Brown Bess Flintlock Musket. 39” .75 cal round barrel with 
ordnance marks. The lock plate and ring neck cock are heav-
ily pitted. The barrel also has pinprick texture all over and 
dark patina. The original stock with brass furniture has been 
varnished at some time. FWO&C NLR

178 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE                        
British Military 3 band percussion rifle. 38½” .59 cal barrel 
with original sights. The lock plate is marked Crown/VR 
1856 tower. Metalwork with grey overall patina. VGC re-
finished woodwork with brass furniture. G-VGWO&C NLR

179 - HAY PATTERN ENFIELD RIFLE               
British/NZ Military Col. Hay pattern 58 percussion rifle. 
35½” .577 cal barrel with original sights graduated to 400 
on the bed and 950 on the leaf. The lockplate with Vic-
torian Royal Cypher ordnance marks and 1871 date with 
ENFIELD manufacturers mark. Metalwork has grey to 
dark finish with overall speckle stainning. Correct bronze 
furniture and steel bands. The butt plate is marked NZ539. 
GWO&C NLR

180 - SEA SERVICE PISTOL                      
British Military Napoleonic Wars period long Sea Service 
Flintlock pistol. 12” Approx. .56 cal round steel barrel with 
several British ordnance markings near the breech. The lock 
plate with simple borderline engraving which is also on the 
ring neck cock and is crisply marked TOWER crown/GR 
and ordnance broad arrow marking. The steel belt hook is 
marked with a crown over 6. Metalwork has a nice aged 
white finish without pitting. Nice original full wood stock 
with brass furniture with acorn finial. There is a small 
dent below the trigger on the guard. The stock is ordnance 
marked with 1806 and has all over minor handling dings, 
complete with original ramrod. A top example for the dis-
cerning collector and hard to find better. ExWO&C NLR

181 - BROWN BESS BAYONET                      
Bayonet for the land pattern musket. 43cm triangular blade, 
dark patina. VGC

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form 
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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182 - BROWN BESS BAYONET                      
Similar to previous but with shorter 27cm blade and also 
shorter at the socket. Presumed for the Brown Bess. VGC

183 - PATTERN 53 BAYONET                      
Socket bayonet for the Enfield rifle. 43cm triangular blade, 
socket with locking ring and marked 15. Dark overall pat-
ina. Complete with original leather and brass WD marked 
scabbard. VG-ExC

184 - ARTILLERY SWORD BAYONET                 
British Military pattern 1858 bayonet 58cm Yataghan bayo-
net with Alex Copel makers mark on the blade and 727 on 
the guard. VGC original grips and steel scabbard with ord-
nance marks. VGC

185 - REPLICA GERMAN GENERALS UNIFORM         
A very high quality tailored replica WWII uniform of Major 
General Otto-Ernst Remer. Commander of the Grenadier 
Regiment Grossdeutschland who played a decisive role in 
stopping the 20 July plot against Hitler. The uniform con-
sists of tunic, breeches, great coat and cap. The tunic is a 
mid war 36 pattern with GD monagram shoulder boards, 
collar tabs, Grobdeutschard cuff title, Narvik battle sheild, 
close combat clasp, iron cross parts and wound badges. 
The fully lined inside with Arthur Kuck label. The riding 
breeche stripes complete with suspenders. The cup is by 
original maker EREL with high quality badges. The great 
coat with shoulder boards and cuff title is also fully lined. 
Size is a medium, approx 42-44 and all items are of an ex-
tremely high museum grade quality and in ExC

186 - REPLICA GERMAN PARADE UNIFORM           
A high quality 39 pattern Gross deutschland N.C.O’s pa-
rade frock, trousers and cap. The tunic complete with shoul-
der boards, collar tabs, iron cross cuff title plus an original 
breast eagle. The breeches are wool as is the hat which is by 
original maker EREL and like the rest is of a very high  qual-
ity. Size is a medium approx. 42-44 and all items are in ExC

187 - KNIGHTS CROSS WITH OAK LEAVES           
Rare German WWII Knights Cross of the Iron Cross with 
oak leaves made by C.E. Juncker. The back is marked under 
the suspension loop with the ‘Lazy2’ (sideways) and 800 
silver mark. Criss cross hatching on the centre of the frames 
and the Swastika touching the edges. Marked 1939 and 
1813 on the rear. The iron core is showing a slight amount 
of rust starting to break through the enamel near the 1939 
date and Swastika. The oak leaves are also marked 800. 
Complete with its ribbon showing some staining. A nice set 
for the discerning German collector. VGC

188 - WWII IRON CROSS                         
A rare WWII First Class Iron Cross with screw back marked 
L21 and some staining. Some damage to the pin. GC

189 - CASED PILOTS OBSERVORS AWARD            
WWII German Junckers L12 marked pilot/observors award. 
Wreath with most gilt finish. Concaved back, some staining 
to the Swastika. Contained in its blue felt and silk lined box 
marked Flugzeugfuhrer-U. Beobachter-Abzeichen. VGC

190 - FELDHERRNHALLE CUFF TITLE               
Very rare unissued Officers cuff title for the German Panzer 
Grenadier division. Olive green brown 43x3cm with silver 
thread and RZM tag on the back. ExC

191 - COLT DRAGOON REVOLVER                   
A fine and rare antique U.S Colt M1848 Third Model Dra-
goon, circa 1851, percussion revolver. 7½” .44 cal octagonal 
to round barrel with early type loading lever with vertical 
latch and German silver fore sight. Marked - ADDRESS 
SAML COLT NEW YORK CITY - The frame is marked 
COLT’S PATENT in front of the trigger guard. All match-
ing serial numbers are in the 10800 range (the first year for 
the third model) except the wedge which is an original serial 
numbered period replacement and shows consistant wear 
with the gun. The gun is also marked with inspectors letter 
marks G, T & Q. The cylinder has rectangular stops and 
faint traces of the scene. The hammer with notched face and 

the lip with rear sight notch. Metalwork has nice original 
dark patina with mild speckling and faint traces of case col-
ours to the frame. The brass back strap and oval triggerguard 
also have traces of the original nickel finish. VGC original 
one piece varnished walnut grips with some chipping to the 
base of the left hand side. Action is strong and  crisp. A nice 
untouched example of this rare revolver that has not been on 
the market in over 50 years. VGWO&C  NLR 
EST 12000-16000

192 - COLT LONDON NAVY REVOLVER               
A British made model 1851 single action percussion revolv-
er, circa 1856. 7½” .36 cal barrel marked - ADDRESS COL. 
COLT LONDON - and marked on the flats with London 
proof marks which are also on each of the cylinders. All  
serial numbers including the wedge (which has an aged re-
pair) are matching and in the 41,000 range. Typical London 
model steel back strap and trigger guard. Metalwork has 
dark original patina and faint traces of cylinder scene. VGC 
oil finished original walnut one piece grips. VGWO&C 
NLR

193 - REMINGTON NAVY REVOLVER                 
Antique percussion single action model 1861 Old Model 
Navy Revolver. 7¼” octagonal .36 cal barrel marked PAT-
ENTED DEC 17, 1861/MANUFACTURED BY REMING-
TON’S ILION NY. The frame is marked with U.S Military 
sub inspectors CR mark near the barrel thread (also on the 
barrel) and a P on the brass triggerguard. The serial number 
under the loading lever is in the 1700 range. Metalwork has 
nice crisp edges and large areas of original blue thinning to 
grey. VGC original oil finished grips. With all production 
for the Military this is a desirable Cival War era revolver. 
VG-ExWO&C NLR

194 - REMINGTON BEALS ARMY REVOLVER           
Antique, circa 1861-62 percussion single action revolver. 8” 
.44 cal octagonal barrel marked BEALS PATENT SEPT.14 
1858/MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTONS ILLION, 
NY. Early two digit serial number located under the load-
ing lever. Metalwork has dark grey aged patina with some 
speckling but not too heavily cleaned. Brass trigger guard 
and walnut grips with an aged crack repair on the right hand 
side. Missing the front grip screw and the lanyard ring at the 
base/underside of the grip. With only approx. 2,000 of these 
made this is a rare and seldom seen Cival War era revolver. 
G-VGWO&C NLR

195 - ROGERS & SPENCER REVOLVER               
Antique U.S, circa 1863-65, single action percussion Army 
model revolver. 7¼” .44 cal octagonal barrel with hinged 
type loading lever. The top strap is marked ROGERS & 
SPENCER UTICA N.Y. The major external parts bear a B  
inspection mark. Metalwork has grey to dark patina with 
some bruising. VGC oil finished original grips. The cylinder 
removal pin is missing otherwise GWO&C NLR

196 - PERCUSSION TURN OVER PISTOL             
A high quality antique, circa 1840’s, Belgian double barrel 
percussion turn over pistol. 6” .50 cal steel round barrels 
with Liege proofing. Boxlock action with concealed trigger 
and dolphin hammer. The action is nicely engraved with 
foliate designs on both sides of the tangs. Metalwork has  
nice grey dark original patina to the barrels and white fin-
ish to the action. The one piece walnut features extremely 
fine chequering and a silver shield shaped name escucheon. 
ExWO&C NLR

197 - TAP ACTION PISTOLS                      
A pair of nice quality antique Belgian tap action percussion 
double barrel pistols, circa 1840’s. 3” .41 cal/65 bore bar-
rels. Left hand side of the action by the tap to activate the 
second barrel are Belgian Liege proofs. Boxlock actions are 
engraved with vase and foliate designs.  Metalwork finished 
in the white and with very little stainning. ExC one piece 
drop shaped handles. VGWO&C NLR

To help with transport for firearms from the auction 
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes. 
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198 - FRENCH FLINTLOCK DOUBLE PISTOL          
A very good quality antique French carriage pistol. 7” 
.50 cal barrels engraved Domeret de Tulle and CANON 
ARUEANS in the centre. Brass banana shaped locks with 
boarderline engraving and marked MANUFACTURE DE 
TULLE. The cocks are reinforced type and the action is 
crisp. Metalwork with nice original dark grey patina. GC 
original woodwork relief carved in the French style with 
hunting dog butt. A quality international piece for the dis-
cerning collector. VGWO&C NLR EST 7000-10000

199 - KAVANAGH 10 BORE PERCUSSION RIFLE       
A fine quality antique, circa 1850’s, big game hunting rifle 
by notable Irish Gun Maker William Kavanagh. 32” 10 bore 
.78 cal rifled damascus twist barrel marked KAVANAGH 
12 DAME ST. DUBLIN. The foresight is silver and the rear 
sight is flip up, graduated to 750 yards but missing the slider 
(possible replacement). The breech end of the barrel has a 
platinum band and plug as well as foliate designs extending 
into the wrist. The back action lock is marked KAVANAGH 
and is profusely engraved with foliate designs and Elk. The 
hammer is dolphin style, metalwork has nice original patina 
with dull original finish to the barrels. VGC walnut ½ stock 
with engraved steel furniture extending to pineapple and 
spear shaped finials and Ebony tip. There is three small re-
pairs at the edge of the lock plate and above the trigger and 
next to the barrel. Steel butt plate and patch box also with 
engraving. Complete with original brass tipped ram rod. 
Heavy 10 bore percussion rifles are rare and seldom seen for 
sale.  VGWO&C NLR   EST 10000-15000

200 - BECKWITH BLUNDERBUSS                    
Flintlock Blunderbuss/Musketoon, circa early 19th century, 
by William A Beckwith. 15¾” Octagonal to round barrel 
with cannon flared muzzle measuring a massive 1 1/4” and 
marked with London proofs. The flick steel bayonet has 
Crown/DL inspection mark. The lock plate with borderline 
and sunburst engraving is marked BECKWITH and with 
1/2 cock safety, roller spring frizzel and water proof pan. 
Metalwork has nice aged patina to the brass and steel work. 
VGC woodwork with brass furniture with engraving and  
pineapple and speer shape finials. There is an aged crack on 
the back side of the lock. Complete with original ram rod. 
These large Blunderbuss/Musketoon (this one measures 
80cm overall) were used for protecting castles and close 
quarters fighting unlike the smaller coaching Blunderbusses 
which are more commonly encountered. VGWO&C NLR
EST 7000-9000

201 - FOUR GUN DIGESTS                         
Four soft cover annuals - 1993,99,2004 and 2006. GC 

202 - FOUR GUN DIGEST BOOKS                   
Similar to previous lot but 1965,67,68 and 69. FC

203 - MORSE LAMP BOX                          
WWI Military wooden and fabric morse lamp box with 
brass makers plaque. GC

204 - MG LINK AND BARREL BAG                  
Large canvas MG link bag marked BAG, METALIC BELT 
LINK D34338, plus a black nylon barrel bag with four 
pockets with leather straps. GC

205 - .223 MG LINK                            
Large bag of MG Link. Approx. 2.5kg.GC

206 - THREE TELESCOPIC SIGHTS                 
Two with 20mm tubes and one 4x40 with claw mount. FC

207 - PISTOL BAGS                             
Six soft pistol carry bags, assorted makes and shapes. GC

208 - SHOTGUN CARTRIDGE BOXES                 
Eight plastic 25R 12g cartridge boxes. GC

209 - .223 BRASS                              
Approx. 550 fired brass cases. GC

210 - 7.5 SWISS BRASS AND DIES                
At least 180 brass cases for the 7.55x55 Swiss rifles. Mostly 
unprimed, some fired, plus a lee 2 die set of dies. GC

211 - 44-40 BRASS AND DIES                    
Approx 100 mostly new unprimed nickeled cases plus a 
RCBS 3 die set of reloading dies. GC

212 - THREE BAYONETS                          
A relic condition brown bess bayonet plus a chrome plated 
P53 socket bayonet and a M16 bayonet which has been 
heavily sharpened. P-FC

213 - K98 BAYONET                             
German WWII Mauser bayonet. 25cm blued blade marked 
P.WEYERSBERG. Bakelite grips and some pitting to the 
pommel. FC

214 - PARADE 07 BAYONET                       
British SMLE bayonet. 42½cm blade with plated finish in-
cluding the guard and pommel. Scabbard has block attached 
to secure to the wall. FC 

215 - CHASSEPOT BAYONET                       
French M1866 bayonet. 56½cm blade with reblued finish. 
Cross guard with hooked quillion and with brass handle. FC

216 - REPRO GERMAN SWORD                      
Reproduction/copy of Nazi Army sword with scabbard. FC

217 - LEBEL AMMO                              
A solid link of Hotchkiss MG 8mm lebel ammo, 24R. GC 
ALR

218 - GECO FLOBERT RIFLE                      
German Geco M1925 bolt action single shot 6mm flobert 
cal rifle. Thin blue and GC chequered woodwork. GWO&C 

219 - WINCHESTER ‘04 RIFLE                     
Antique U.S single shot bolt action rifle. 21” .22 short cal 
barrel with Winchester legend. Metalwork with traces of 
blue. FC woodwork. FWO&C ALR

220 - WINCHESTER 1890 RIFLE                   
Vintage, circa 1920, pump action .22 rifle. 24” octagonal 
barrel with original sights but has 4 holes tapped for a scope 
mount. Marked with New Haven address and MODEL 90-
22 LONG RIFLE. Metalwork has dark blue to the barrel and 
grey patina to the take down action. The top tang is marked  
Winchester. GC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

221 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE                    
U.S pump action .22lr rifle. 23” round barrel with ¾ mag 
tube, original sights and Winchester address. Barrel and take 
down action with grey patina. VGC woodwork. GWO&C 
ALR

222 - WINCHESTER ‘06 RIFLE                     
U.S .22 pump action rifle. 20” round barrel with full length 
magazine, original sights and Winchester address. Metal-
work with dark/grey patina. FC woodwork. FWO&C ALR

223 - MARLIN M38 RIFLE                       
U.S pump action .22lr rifle. 24” round barrel with ¾ maga-
zine tube, Marlin address and correct sights. The action has 
a unique and fast tang release take down bottom. Most dull 
blue to the action and grey/dark finish to the barrel. GC 
woodwork. Not an often seen model. G-VGWO&C ALR

224 - BROWNING 22 RIFLE                       
FN made .22 vintage semi auto rifle. 19” round barrel with 
Herstal address. Dark overall patina, GC woodwork with 
tube magazine. FWO&C ALR

225 - WEAPONS BOOK                            
Weapon - A Visual History of Arms and Armour. In associa-
tion with the Royal Armoues Museum. Large format, hard 
cover, colour photos and 350 pages. VGC

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***
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226 - TWO GUN BOOKS                           
Hard cover, large format, general antique/collectable gun 
books by Wilkinson. The Worlds Great Guns and Illustrated 
Book of Pistols. VGC

227 - 12 GAUGE AMMO                           
Approx. 250R of Winchester Super X 12g ammo. Shot size 
varies between NO4 - NO6. Comes in original 25R packets. 
GC ALR

228 - 12 GUAGE AMMO                           
Approx. 250R of 12g ammo. Sporting loads of various shot 
sizes. Remington, Gameline and Scorpio brands in original 
packets. GC ALR
 
229 - 12 GUAGE AMMO                           
250R of steel shot 12g ammo. No 2 shot. Eley Alphamax 
brand in original 25R packets. GC ALR

230 - 12 GUAGE AMMO                           
125R of steel shot 12 guage ammo. No 2 shot 3” shells. In 
original Kent brand packets. GC ALR

231 - .303 AMMO                               
98R .303 MK7z ammo. In original packets of 15, marked 
PPU7301. GC ALR

232 - .303 AMMO                               
Bag lot of assorted Military .303 ammo including 50R Ban-
dolier, Tracers etc. Approx. 220R. GC ALR

233 - .303 AMMO                               
Approx 140R of loose Military surplus .303 ammo, origi-
nally in cylinderical cardboard packets. GC ALR

234 - .303 AMMO                               
Approx. 100R of assorted .303 ammo, including 15R pack-
ets with charging clips etc. FC ALR

235 - 8MM AMMO                                
150R of 8x57 Military ball ammo in 15R packets with 
chargers. Eastern European manufacture. GC ALR

236 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO                         
Approx. 160R of 8mm Mauser ammo FMJ. Headstamp in 
Farsi. GC ALR

237 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO                         
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

238 - 30-06 AMMO                              
220R Russian Barnaul Brand 30-06 ammo. Brass plated 
case, 140g soft point in original packets. GC ALR

239 - 30-06 AMMO                              
Same as previous lot, 220R plus approx. 50R loose. GC 
ALR

240 - .30-06 AMMO                             
180R Barnaul .30-06 ammo. Zinc plated case, 140g soft 
point in original packets. GC ALR

241 - .30-06 AMMO                             
Same as previous lot but 160R. GC

242 - .30-06 AMMO FMJ                         
120R of .30M2 ammo. Lake City Armoury brand in original 
packets. GC ALR

243 - .30-06 AMMO                             
100R of .30 M2 FMJ. Prvi Partizan brand in original pack-
ets. GC ALR

244 - .30-06 AMMO                             
Approx. 200R of Military .30-06 ammo FMJ assorted head 
stamps. GC ALR

245 - .30 M1 AMMO                             
74R of U.S M1 carbine ammo in original packets. Norma 
Brand. GC ALR

246 - M1 CARBINE AMMO                         
Approx. 250R of Military surplus .30M1 carbine loose 
ammo. Assorted head stamps. FC ALR

247 - 45 LONG COLT AMMO                       
40R of Winchester 255g lead ammo in original packets. 
ExC ALR

248 - 45 ACP AMMO                             
100R of Winchester 1972 Match 230g ammo in original 
match Winchester packaging. ExC ALR

249 - 22 SAVAGE HIGHPOWER AMMO                
Approx 58R of Sellier & Bellot 5.6x52R ammo aka 22 Sav-
age Highpower. Comes in original packets. GC ALR

250 - .25 STEVENS AMMO                        
150R of collectable .25 Stevens ammo in original packets. 
Remington UMC & CIL brands. FC ALR

251 - 30-06 PROJECTILES                       
Approx 510R of .30-06 projectiles 180g soft point, loose, 
hornady brand. GC ALR

252 - 25-35 BRASS                             
100 scarce new unprimed Winchester brand cases in origi-
nal packets. ExC 

253 - WEIHRAUCH AIR RIFLE                     
Good quality German HW35 .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue 
to the barrel and action. VGC woodwork with some surface 
scratches. VGWO&C NLR

254 - DIANA M35 AIR RIFLE                     
Good quality German .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue to the 
barrel and action which is missing the sights. VGC wood-
work. VGWO&C NLR

255 - HAENEL AIR RIFLE                        
German model 302 .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue to the 
barrel and action. GC woodwork with some chipping to the 
varnish finish. GWO&C NLR

256 - DIANA M27 AIR RIFLE                     
German .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue to the barrel and ac-
tion. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C NLR

257 - WEBLEY SENIOR AIR PISTOL                
Good quality British .177 cal target air pistol. Near all origi-
nal blued finish and VGC brown plastic Webley logo grips. 
ExWO&C NLR

258 - MAKAROV AIR PISTOL                      
A Russian Baikal .177 BB air pistol. Built on the frame of 
the Makarov pistol with blow back function. ExWO&C 
NLR

259 - STEYR M95 CARBINE                       
Austro/Hungarian Military straight pull bolt action rifle. 
19” 8x56R cal barrel marked s and STEYR M95 over the 
chamber. Metalwork with dark grey patina. VGC original 
woodwork. GWO&C ALR

260 - BOER WAR MAUSER RIFLE                   
South African Republic Z.A.R bolt action Military rifle. 29” 
7x57 cal barrel with original sights and later British proofs. 
The chamber with small inspection mark on the side with A 
prefix serial number and the side marked MOD.MAUSER 
1896 LUDW.LOEWE & CO BERLIN. Mismatched but 
correct range bolt. Metalwork with light grey patina. GC 
original woodwork with initials carved in the butt and many 
handling dings. Complete with swivels. GWO&C ALR

261 - ARISAKA RIFLE                           
Japanese Imperial Military WWII type 38 bolt action rifle. 
30” 6.5 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
receiver with dust cover and Tokyo Ordnance marks. Met-
alwork with dark overall patina. The original woodwork has 
shrunk back in areas and has been refinished with clear top  
coat. Complete with swivels and rod. GWO&C ALR

253
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260
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262 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE                        
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with 
original sights, bayonet lug and muzzle protector. The 
chamber is marked S42 (Mauser Code) 1937 and with cor-
rect Weimar period proofs as well as British post war proofs 
which are also on the barrel. All external numbers except the 
stock are matching. Metalwork has dark to grey patina. GC 
correct solid woodwork with cleaning rod. A nice, mostly 
matching example. VGWO&C ALR

263 - WWI SMLE RIFLE                          
British Military No3 bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with 
original sights and bayonet lug etc. Ordnance and sold out 
of service marks on the chamber, the wrist marked Crown/
GR 1918 SHT L.E III*. The bolt and action are matching. 
Metalwork with dark original blue. GC woodwork missing 
the stock disc. VGWO&C ALR

264 - JUNGLE CARBINE                          
British Military WWII SMLE Jungle Carbine. 20” .303 cal 
barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and marked with 
British proofs. The receiver is marked faintly No5 MKI and 
the wrist with 1945 date. Metalwork with most thinning 
overall finish. VGC woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

265 - M17 RIFLE                               
U.S Military WWI period Enfield bolt action rifle. 27” 30.06 
cal barrel with original sights. The chamber marked U.S 
MODEL OF 1917 EDDYSTONE and flying bomb on the 
side. Metalwork with most overall original blue. VGC origi-
nal woodwork complete with swivels. VG-ExWO&C ALR

266 - M95 BAYONET                             
Knife bayonet for the Australian straight pull bolt action ri-
fle. 23.5cm blade, GC wooden grips and steel scabbard. GC

267 - 8X56 AMMO                               
Two packets of ammo for the Austrian M95 rifle (20R). In 
WWII Nazi marked 1938 dated packets. VGC ALR

268 - NZ CARBINE MAGAZINE                     
Hard to find original 6 shot magazine for the NZ Lee Enfield 
carbine. Some rust stainning but most blue. GC

269 - TWO SMLE MAGAZINES                      
Two No3 SMLE 10 shot magazine. GC

270 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET                  
Bayonet for the British SMLE 303 carbine. 20cm blued 
blade with ordnance and W.S.C makers mark. Twin screw 
wooden grips with a couple of chips. Includes steel scab-
bard. GC

271 - M17 BAYONET                             
Sword bayonet for the U.S Enfield MI917  rifle. 43cm blade 
marked U.S and flying bomb as well as 1917 Remington. 
GC wood grips and green painted leather scabbard. GC

272 - R.A.F COLT 1911 PISTOL                  
A top example of a rare WWII British Military Royal Air 
Force issue Colt 1911 pistol. 5” Correct .455 automatic cal 
barrel. The slide with original Barley corn fore and rear 
sights and marked with COLT address and patents and 
COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE 455. The frame is marked 
with broad arrow R.A.F and G2 inspectors marks as well 
as GOVERNMENT MODEL with correct W profix serial 
number (dating to 1918). Metalwork retains near all original 
Military issue finish. ExC original black walnut diamond 
pattern grips which are correct, original and marked .455 
magazine with lanyard ring and 50/50 finish. One of the nic-
est examples of this model we have seen. ExWO&C B/CLR

273 - BROWNING MACHINE GUN        
U.S Military WWII period model 1919A4 machine gun. 
24” 30.06 cal barrel fitted with its blank firing adaptor and 
ventilated heat shroud. The receiver with its original sights 
and marked on the right hand side A B Q No 78**** INSP 
BROWNING MACHINE GUN U.S CAL .30 M1919A4 
MANFD BY SAGINAW STEERING GEAR DIV GEN-
ERAL MOTORS CORPORATION. Metalwork retains near 

all Military blue finish with a small red section in the belt 
feed mechanism. Original chequered steel grip and fitted 
with the pintle plus T&E. The correct mount is marked on 
a grey steel plate with number and MOUNT TRIPOD CAL 
.30 APPLIANCE MFG CO 1945 as well as the logo on top. 
ExWO&C CLR   EST 5000-7000 

274 - US M2 CARBINE             
WWII selective fire M2 carbine. 18” .30MI cal barrel 
marked underwood with July 1943 date and flying bomb as 
well as bayonet lug and post war Spanish flash hider. The 
chamber is marked U.S CARBINE CAL 30MI. The rear of 
the receiver under the adjustable sight is marked NATION-
AL POSTAL METER. The left hand side of the action is fit-
ted with selector lever. Metalwork with most overall finish. 
VGC correct M2 wooden stock with olive sling and oiler.  
Includes a 30R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

275 - 1928A1 THOMPSON S.M.G    
WWII Period Thompson S.M.G. 13½” Fluted .45 acp cal 
barrel with Cutts compensator fitted. The receiver with 
Lyman sight and marked US MODEL OF 1928A1 etc and 
with savage prefix serial number as well as marked TOM-
MY GUN on top. Lower and upper serial numbers are mis-
matched. Metalwork has some pinpricking and thin overall 
finish. The butt stock has been refinished at some point. 
VGC forewood pistol grip. Includes correct 20R magazine.  
G-VGWO&C CLR

276 - PPSH 41 S.M.G              
Soviet WWII Submachine gun. 10” 7.62 Tokarev cal barrel 
with ventilated shroud with original sights. Receiver with 
arsenal mark and 1945 date. Metalwork has most overall 
finish. ExC original matching numbered stock and includes 
its original stick magazine. ExWO&C 

277 - .455 1911 MAGAZINES                     
Two scarce .455 ELEY automatic cal magazines to suit the 
British Military issue 1911 pistol. Both with staple lanyard 
ring, cal and ordnance marks on the base, plus four original 
live rounds. GC ALR

278 - COLT 1911 BARREL                        
Military .45 acp barrel without the linkage and some exter-
nal surface pitting/staining. FC 

279 - COLT GRIPS                              
Pair of wooden chequered grips, plus a pair of WWII plastic 
‘Colt wood’ grips. ExC

280 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE                
50R drum magazine for the 1921/28 .45 acp cal S.M.G. 
Marked MAGAZINE TYPE “L” 50 CARTIRIDGES CAL 
45 WIND TO 9 CLICKS. VGC

281 - THOMPSON CASE                           
Reproduction of the F.B.I case. Red felt interior, black leath-
erette exterior, some staining to the hinges, one is bent. FC 

282 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER                      
A nice example of a WWII German Officers dagger. 26cm 
blade in near ExC with WKC Solingen Knights head mak-
ers mark. Silver plated fittings with ‘Tomahawk’ style eagle 
head on the guard. ExC deep amber coloured celluloid grip, 
complete with slightly worn knot. VGC original pebble 
grain scabbard complete with makers mark D.R.G.M. ExC

283 - SA DAGGER                               
WWII German SA enlisted dagger. 22cm blade marked with 
RZM logo and M7/12 makers mark (Weysenberg) as well 
as the motto. Some greying to the blade. VGC plated steel 
guards with nice tight fit, some cracking to the grip. The  
scabbard with hanger, has what appears to be original black 
enamel finish so most likely from SS dagger. GC

284 - RED CROSS HEWER                         
Nazi German Red Cross (DRK) Hewer. 26cm blunt tip saw 
back blade with some greying. Most finish to the guard. 
VGC original Bakelite grips complete with black enamel 
scabbard with bubbling to the finish. G-VGC
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285 - K98 POLICE BAYONET                      
German, converted from WWI, butcher bayonet. 33cm 
Blade marked P.D LUNESCHLUSS. The guard with oak 
leaf design and marked S.D.I.38. Eagle head pommel and 
antler grip with eagle over castle motif. Includes leather 
matching scabbard with frog. ExC

286 - WWII GERMAN OFFICERS SWORD              
Nazi period Officers dress sword. 74cm slightly curved 
blade with Alcoso makers mark. Guard with Army eagle. 
Near all gilt to the hilt. Without scabbard. VGC

287 - WWII KATANA                             
Imperial Japanese WWII sword, 55cm blade. Ray skin and 
cotton bound grip with chrysanthemum motif. Complete 
with correct green painted scabbard. VGC

288 - WWI GERMAN SWORD                        
Prussian Cavalry pattern 1889 sword. 75cm etched blade. 
Folding guard with prussian eagle and break in the bow. 
Some of the Bakelite handle has chipped. Includes steel 
scabbard. FC

289 - WWII WALTHER PP PISTOL     
An excellent example of a late WWII, circa 1944 German 
Walther model PP pistol. 3¾” .32 cal barrel, the slide with 
original sights banner logo and Zella Mehlis address etc, 
as well as Nazi Commercial proof mark which is also on 
the barrel. Metalwork has late war machining marks on the 
frame and slide but retains all its original blued finish. ExC 
original black plastic grips and original magazine. Con-
tained in its original war time cardboard box (serial num-
bered to the gun) containing original manual, cleaning rod 
and tin. The gun and all items are in as issued condition 
making this the best and most complete example we have 
seen. ExWO&C CLR

290 - WWII PPK PISTOL       
Nazi German, circa 1940 Walther PPK pistol. 3¾” .32 acp 
cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and marked with 
banner logo, Zella-Mehlis address Mo PPK etc and Nazi 
commercial proofs. Metalwork retains near all bright early 
war time commercial blue with slight holster and handling 
wear. ExC original black Bakelite grip and includes original 
magazine with finger grip. Wartime production period com-
mercial Walthers were a popular private purchase German 
Officers pistol. ExWO&C CLR 

291 - WALTHER MODEL 8 PISTOL      
Scarce vintage German Walther pocket pistol, circa 1920-
39. 2¾” .25 acp cal barrel, the slide with interal sights and 
marked Walthers Patent Mod 8 and banner logo as well as 
Zella Mehlis address and German proof marks. Metalwork 
retains near all original bright blue and case coloured trig-
ger. ExC original Bakelite grips with blue and gold logo/
cal inlays and includes its original W marked magazine. 
ExWO&C  CLR

292 - NAZI BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL            
WWII German Military issue Browning pistol. 4¼” .32 acp 
barrel, the slide with original sights and marked FN with 
Herstal address as well as Army acceptance mark (also on 
the frame) and WaA140 Waffen-amt marks. The barrel is 
mismatched but is Nazi marked war time replacement. Met-
alwork retains most overall blue. VGC original checquered 
wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

293 - COLT MODEL 1908 HAMMERLESS PISTOL
.380 cal semi automatic pistol, circa 1914. 3¾” Barrel, the 
slide with original low profile sights, Colt address, patent 
markings and .380 cal etc. The frame slide and barrel are 
marked with British proof marks and the base fitted with 
lanyard ring. Colt 1903 & 08 hammerless pistols were  
supplied to England for WWI (ref Colt book of Firearms 
Sutherland & Wilson). Metalwork retains near all original 
blue with slight minor scratching and some holster wear to 
the muzzle and thinning on the rear grip strap. ExC original 
hard rubber grips and original magazine. A nice example of 
a not  often encountered British WWI pistol. VG-ExWO&C 
B/CLR

294 - COLT M1903 HAMMERLESS PISTOL 
Circa 1920, semi auto pistol. 3¾” .32 acp cal barrel, the 
slide with Colt address and patent info etc. Metalwork with 
most blue thinning at the muzzle and with minor all over 
scratching, fitted with unusual COLT alloy grips and in-
cludes original magazine. G-VGWO&C  CLR

295 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE         
Dutch made ‘Sudanese’ model semi automatic rifle. 22” 
.308 cal barrel including the prong flash hider and bayonet 
lug and original sights with the rear graduated in Arabic. 
The receiver is marked ARMALITE AR10 mfd by AI  Ned-
erland and low 600 range serial number. Metalwork with 
thinning to grey original finish and original brown synthetic 
furniture. Includes 20R waffle magazine. A nice well above 
average condition rifle. VGWO&C ELR

296 - SWISS STG57 RIFLE          
A modified to semi automatic Swiss Military issue STG57 
rifle. 25” 7.5x55cal barrel with original muzzle break and 
iron sights. The delayed blow back action receiver is marked 
with the Swiss Cross on top and matching serial numbers. 3 
postition selector on the left  hand side. Most overall origi-
nal finish thinning to dark grey in a couple of areas. ExC 
original synthetic butt stock and pistol grip. Steel ventilated 
hand guard with folding bipod. Includes original magazine 
and sling. VGWO&C ELR

297 - RASHEED RIFLE                    
An Egyption (U.A.R) semi automatic rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal 
barrel with original sights and folding knife bayonet. The 
receiver marked RASHEED 7.62 MADE IN UAR etc. Met-
alwork has most original finish. ExC original wooden stock 
and complete with original magazine. ExWO&C ELR

298 - L1A1 RIFLE              
NZ Military S.L.R. 25” .308 cal barrel including flash hider 
and bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver marked 
RIFLE, 7.62mm L1A1 & AD63 prefix (Lithgow 1963). 
Metalwork with dark grey original patina. GC original  
woodwork complete with 20R magazine. GWO&C ELR

299 - AR10 BAYONET                            
Original rare bayonet for the Dutch Armalite AR10 rifle. 
20cm blued blade with half its original finish and marked 
Interarm Co REG PAT GERMANY. Brown/red synthetic 
grips and scabbard. GC

300 - ARMALITE AR10 MAGAZINE                  
Original scarce 20R waffle magazine. Marked ARMALITE 
PATENTS PENDING. Also includes a black canvas web-
bing sling possibly for the AR10. ExC

301 - L1A1 MAGAZINES                          
Two 20R .308 cal ‘SLR’ magazines, most blued finish. GC

302 - TRILUX SIGHT                            
Original Military issue Trilux sight and dust cover mount 
for the L1A1 rifle. Optics are clear but as usual tritium has 
expired. Near all black finish and includes rubber eye piece. 
ExC 

303 - L1A1 BAYONET                            
For the British/NZ Military S.L.R. 20cm black blade. Alloy 
handles, steel scabbard with webbing frog. VGC

304 - NO4 T SIGHT TOOL                         
A rare original sight adjustment tool for the optic on the 
British SMLE WWII rifle. Marked TOOL NO62 STG TEL 
MK1. Thin original blue finish. GC

305 - STEN CLEANING ROD                       
Rare original WWII steel sten S.M.G cleaning rod. 22cm 
overall length with slotted end. GC

306 - STEN MAGAZINE                           
32R 9mm British Military STEN S.M.G magazine. Most 
thinning blue. GC 
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307 - STEN LOADING TOOL                       
Magazine loading tool for the British S.M.G. Brass and steel 
construction. Some staining to the blue. GC

308 - SIG P210 PISTOL           
Swiss Military issue semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel. 
The slide with original sights and marked with the Swiss 
Cross and A prefix (Military issue) and SIG logo. Metal-
work retains near all original parkerised Military finish with 
holster wear to some edges. ExC chequered original black 
plastic grips. Includes its original brown leather holster and 
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

309 - SIG P220 PISTOL           
West German made Sig Sauer semi auto cal pistol. 4¼” .45 
acp cal barrel, the slide with adjustable rear sights and is 
marked P220 etc. Metalwork retains near all original finish 
with slight holster wear. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

310 - SIG P250 PISTOL         
U.S made SIG Sauer semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, 
slide with fixed sights and SIG markings. Polymer frame 
with double action only system and tactical rail. Includes 
original box with two extra magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

311 - FNX PISTOL               
U.S made F.N brand semi automatic pistol. 5” .45 acp cal 
barrel threaded for a silencer. The slide with night sights and 
fitted with Trijicon. RMo1 mini reflex sight (battery is flat 
but was illuminating). Metalwork and polymer frame with 
near all dark earth colour. Full ambidextrous controls.  In-
cludes original carry bag containing grip pack straps, optic 
shims and covers as well as two extra magazines. ExWO&C 
B/CLR

312 - S&W SIGMA PISTOL           
Circa 1990’s U.S semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel. The 
slide with original sights and marked SMITH & WESSON 
SW9VE etc. Most overall finish and polymer frame. In-
cludes extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

313 - S&W SIGMA MAGAZINES                     
Two S&W 9mm magazine for the Sigma series of pistols. 
VGC

314 - SIG P220 MAGAZINES                      
Two 45 acp cal magazines for the Sig Sauer pistol. VGC

315 - AR7 SURVIVAL RIFLE                      
Collectable and unusual Armalite AR7 Explorer rifle. The 
barrel and action come apart and are stored in the synthet-
ic butt of the rifle. 16” Barrel with iron sights. The action 
marked charter Arms AR-7 Explorer. Includes its original 
10 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

316 - AR7 MAGAZINE                            
10 Shot magazine for the previous rifle. GC

317 - GEVARM 22 RIFLE                         
A French semi automatic .22lr rifle. 21½” barrel with iron 
sights removed. Receiver fitted with Tasco scope. Metal-
work with most blue thinning to the muzzle. VGC wood-
work. GWO&C ALR

318 - ERMA 22 MAGNUM RIFLE                    
German lever action rifle.. 18½” .22 mag cal barrel with iron 
sights, full length magazine and marked MOD EG 73 Kal 
22WMR. Action with 4 power scope. Metalwork with most 
overall blued finish. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

319 - NORINCO JW2IA RIFLE                     
Chinese lever action rifle. 19½” .22lr barrel with full length 
magazine and sights. Near all blued finish. GC woodwork 
with a repair at the butt. G-VGWO&C ALR

320 - REMINGTON 597 RIFLE                     
U.S semi auto .22lr rifle. 19” Heavy blued barrel without 
sights , threaded for silencer. Receiver with GAMO 4 power 
scope. Metalwork with near all matte black finish. ExC yel-
low and black laminated wood thumbhole target  stock. 
Missing magazine but are still available. ExWO&C ALR

321 - GEVARM MAGAZINE                         
20R magazine for the .22lr rifle. Most blued finish. VGC

322 - REDMAN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE                
Antique, circa 1870’s single shot sporting rifle. 28” Oc-
tagonal .577 cal blued steel barrel with three blade sights 
with engraved rib marked R REDMAN LONDON. The 
underside is Birmingham proofed and marked HENRUS 
FIFLING A&T. The underlever back action is marked R 
REDMAN and has ½ cock safety. The action has borderline 
and fine foliate engraving as well as sunburst designs on the 
screws and retains most of its original case colours. VGC 
walnut stock and ebony tipped forend. VG-ExWO&C ALR

323 - ARMY AND NAVY DOUBLE RIFLE              
Antique, circa late 1900’s, .450 express black powder ca-
liber double rifle by the Army & Navy Co-Operative soci-
ety London. 28” Blued steel barrels with heavy center rib 
and three blade leaf sight. The barrels are marked ARMY 
& NAVY C.S.L, LONDON & AMMUNITION .450 EX-
PRESS. The underside of the barrels are marked on each 
barrel 450 Ex & Birmingham proofs as well as the serial  
number and JA marks. The barrels retain nearly all excel-
lent blued finish. The back action hammer lock has simple 
borderline engraving and sunburst design on the screws 
and pins. It is also marked with the serial number, Birming-
ham  proofs and retains nice bright case colour hardened 
finish. VGC finely chequered walnut butt stock with some 
handling dings and small repair on the underside as well 
as having a vacant silver escucheon and sling swivel (also 
on the barrel). The hard rubber butt plate has also been re-
paired in the same area. VGC chequered forend with ebony 
tip. The action is very tight and shows little use. Contained 
in its original leather bound case with green baize lining 
with original trade label. Included is an original Empty 
Eley brand packet, plus 7 Kynock loaded cartridges, Rigby 
branded oil bottle and turn screw. VG-ExWO&C ALR 
EST 5000-7000

324 - WESTLEY RICHARDS PINFIRE SHOTGUN        
Antique English double barrel pin fire fowling piece. 28½” 
12 bore pinfire damascus browned barrels marked BOND 
ST LONDON. The underside with Birmingham proofs and 
13. The barrels have most brown finish with a thumbnail 
section of pin pricking under the forend. The action with 
Dolphin style hammers is fully foliate engraved and with 
faint case colours as well as blue to the trigger guard. Both 
sides of the locks marked WESTLEY RICHARDS and the 
inside is Birmingham proofed. The serial number in the 
5,000 range is on the lower tag. VGC walnut butt stock with 
chequered wrist, steel butt plate and silver escucheon with-
out initials. The forend with silver cross pin escucheon and 
horn tip. Contained in a leather bound case with green baize 
lining and some partitions missing. Included is a three piece 
rod, two reloading tools and a turn screw. VGWO&C NLR

325 - 1851 ADAMS REVOLVER                     
Model 1851 self cocking dragoon revolver. 7½” .38 
bore/.50cal octagonal barrel with dovetail fore sight and 
marked Deane Adams & Deane (makers to H.R.H Prince 
Albert) 30 KING WILLIAM ST LONDON BRIDGE. The 
barrel is also marked 316 (most likely a registration number). 
The frame is borderline and foliate engraved and marked 
Adam’s patent No1128. Each chamber is Londonp proved. 
This is an early variant without the Kerr rammer. Metalwork 
has overall blue with stainning and some handling scratches. 
The one piece chequered walnut grip is also numbered 316 
at the base and has percussion trap. Contained in its origi-
nal green baize lined case with  original DA&D trade label, 
double cavity with tails. Original 38 bore bronze Adams 
marked bullet mould, ram rod, Hawkesly flask, pewter oil 
bottle, turn screw, nipple key and eley percussion cap tin. 
G-VGWO&C NLR EST 5000-6000
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326 - TRANTER REVOLVER                        
A cased Tranter model 1863 retailed/manufactured by Mur-
cott of London. 5” Octagonal .38RF cal barrel marked with 
Birmingham proofs which are also on each of the five cham-
bers. The top is marked T.MURCOTT, 68 HAYMARKET.
LONDON. The side of the frame near the barrel is marked 
Tranters patent and is without ejector rod and has hinged 
loading gate. Metalwork retains most original blue to the 
barrel and grey patina to the frame and cylinder. VGC cheq-
uered walnut one piece grip. Contained in its original green 
baize lined case with original trade label, pewter oil bottle, 
cleaning rod and turn screw. VGWO&C CLR

327 - TRANTER PISTOL                          
An antique single shot Sport trigger pistol. 6” .320 cal barrel 
marked with Birmingham proofs and retailers name THOS 
TURNER FISHER ST BIRMINGHAM. The frame with 
Tranters patent mark. Metalwork has nearly all the origi-
nal charcoal blue to the barrel but thinning on the leading 
edges and the case coloured frame has faded mostly to a 
dark patina. VGC one piece finely chequered walnut grip. 
VGWO&C B/CLR

328 - BULLDOG REVOLVER           
Most likely Belgian double action revolver. 3¾ .450 cal bar-
rel. Top strap marked English Constabulary. Action at fault, 
dark overall patina. GC grips with lanyard ring. FC  CLR

329 - SMALL BULLDOG REVOLVER      
Most likely Belgian .38 cal revolver. 2 1/4” Barrel. Top strap 
marked BRITISH BULLDOG. Action at fault and only 
works on single action. GC grips. FC CLR

330 - CONSTABULARY REVOLVER            
British made/Irish retailed double action revolver. 4” .450 
cal barrel with Birmingham proof. The top strap marked 
CALDERWOOD & SON DUBLIN. Grip strap with rack 
number. Metalwork with dark patina. GC wood grips. Firing 
pin has been cut otherwise GC CLR

331 - COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER  
U.S double action pocket revolver. 3” Replacement .32 POL 
POS cal barrel with hand engraved caliber. Metalwork with 
near all re blue, GC original grips. GWO&C CLR

332 - HUNGARIAN AMD 65 RIFLE       
Scarce, communist era, Hungarian variant of the AKM as-
sult rifle. 14” 7.6x39 cal barrel with the original muzzle 
break and sights. Stamped receiver marked with the infinity 
symbol (full auto) and 1 (semi). Metalwork retains nearly 
all original finish. Steel wire folding stock. Some scuffing to 
the green synthetic  pistol grips. Complete with cleaning rod 
and original 30R magazine. Only the second one we have 
had for sale. ExWO&C CLR

333 - CHINESE AK47              
Chinese Select fire model 56 rifle. 15½ 7.62x39 cal barrel 
with original sights. The receiver is marked 56 and 66 inside 
triangle arsenal mark. 3 position selector, safe,  full and semi 
auto. Metalwork retains near all original finish. Underfold-
ing stock and wooden pistol grip and forend. This version of 
the AK is seldom encountered. ExWO&C CLR

334 - VZ 58 RIFLE              
Czech model 58 select fire rifle, circa 1963. 14½” 7.62x39 
cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. Marked with 
63 date and she arsenal mark. Near all original Military 
enamel style finish. 3 position selector semi, safe and full 
auto. Side folding stock with ExC wood resin forend and  
grip. Includes original 30R magazine.  ExWO&C CLR

335 - YUGOSLAVIAN M56 S.M.G   
Yugoslavian Submachine gun, circa 1950/60’s. 9” 7.62 
TOKAREV cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. 
The receiver marked with crest and M56. Metalwork with 
near all Military finish. ExC black synthetic stock with steel 
underfolding butt. Includes original sling and 32R maga-
zine. ExWO&C CLR

336 - SKK RIFLE                               
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20½” 7.62x39 cal barrel with bayo-
net and lug with integral foresight removed. The receiver 
with scope base. Metalwork with most overall blued finish. 
Detachable 5R “AK” type magazine. VGC aftermarket syn-
thetic stock with sling. VGWO&C ALR

337 - SKS RIFLE                               
Chinese semi auto rifle. 19½” 7.62x39 cal barrel with origi-
nal sights. The bayonet has been removed. The receiver with 
Chinese non export markings and most blue finish. ExC 
synthetic stock. The fixed magazine is reduced to 5R. Ex  
WO&C ALR

338 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE                        
Eastern European 75R 7x39 cal front loading drum maga-
zine for the AK47/56S rifles. Near all original blue finish. 
ExC

339 - M56 MAGAZINE                            
Magazine for the 7.62 TOK cal Yugoslavian S.M.G. VGC

340 - SKS BAYONET                             
Cruciform folding bayonet with integral foresight to fit 
SKS/SKK. ExC

341 - L1A1 STOCK PARTS                        
Synthetic stock and grip plus trigger guard, butt stocks, 
swivel, etc, plus bolt carrier. FC

342 - ASSORTED L1A1 PARTS                     
Asssorted L1A1 parts including gas blocks, gas tube, gas 
plug, bolt and carrier, lock lever and charge handle etc. GC

343 - ASSORTED L1A1 PARTS                     
Assorted parts for L1A1 including bolt and carrier, dust 
cover, charge handle, gas block, plus assorted pins, springs 
etc. GC

344 - L1A1 GRENADE SIGHT                      
Original Military flip up gas plug, flip up grenade sight for 
the rifle. Three graduations 50, 75, 100 yards. Also includes 
a gas block. GC

345 - S&W 460 XVR REVOLVER       
Very large U.S double action revolver. 8¼”  .460 cal barrel 
with integral compensator, fibre optic fore sight and adjust-
able rear. Five shot cylinder, stainless steel metalwork with-
out significant scratching. ExC original Hogue rubber grips. 
In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

346 - S&W 629 REVOLVER            
U.S 629 classic model double action revolver. 6¼” .44 mag-
num cal barrel with original sights etc. Six shot cylinder, 
stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. ExC 
original wooden S&W logo chequered grips. Includes origi-
nal box and a rubber grip. ExWO&C B/CLR

347 - S&W 22 REVOLVER              
U.S double action model 617-6 revolver. 6” .22lr stainless 
steel barrel and action with original adjustable sights. Ten 
shot cylinder, metalwork without significant scratches. ExC 
original Hogue rubber grips. Includes three speed loaders 
and two trays. ExWO&C B/CLR

348 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL     
Very high quality, circa 1990’s, U.S semi auto target pistol. 
5½” .22lr slab sided barrel with adjustable target sights. The 
metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue with matte 
upper and lower sections. ExC original deluxe walnut target 
grips with chequering and swells. Includes its original blue 
plastic box with extra magazine and paperwork. Regarded 
as one of the finest 22 pistols made and this is in as new 
ExWO&C B/CLR

349 - S&W 22A PISTOL              
U.S semi auto .22lr pistol. 4” Slab sided barrel with integral 
scope rail and adjustable sights. Most black original finish. 
VGC original interail rubber grip and includes extra maga-
zine. ExWO&C B/CLR
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365 - BROWNING DOUBLE SHOTGUN                 
Vintage 50-60’s Belgian FN made semi automatic ‘Double’ 
model shotgun. 27” 12g barrel with fixed ¾ choke and 2 ¾” 
chamber. Steel receiver with thin blue finish to grey in areas. 
GC wooden stock. GWO&C ALR

366 - WINCHESTER M1200 SHOTGUN                
U.S pump action shotgun. 28” 12g barrel with fixed modi-
fied choke and 2¾” chamber. Metalwork with most overall 
blued finish thinning on the edges. GC original woodwork. 
GWO&C ALR

367 - MOSSBERG .410 SHOTGUN                   
US made pump action model 500 shotgun. 24” Vent rib 
.410g barrel with ½ length magazine. Blued metalwork re-
tains all original blue and ExC woodwork. In as new unused 
ExWO&C ALR

368 - STEYR SL RIFLE                          
Bolt action Austrian sporting rifle. 23” .222 cal blued barrel 
with hammer forge detailing, original iron sights and 1968 
date. The receiver marked Steyr-Daimler Mod SL etc and 
fitted with Leupold M8 4 power scope and quick detachable 
claw mounts. Action with double set triggers and detach-
able box magazine. Metalwork with near all original blue 
thinning slightly on the high spots of the barrel. VG-ExC 
original walnut stock with swivels. A nice example of these 
now collectable compact vintage sporters. VG-ExWO&C

369 - STEYR MODEL M RIFLE                     
A nice quality vintage, circa 1970’s Austrian bolt action 
hunting rifle. 24” 7x64 cal barrel with iron sights and ham-
mer forge detailing. Action fitted with quick release swivel 
off mounts with Fontaine brand 4 power scipe and marked 
STEYR DAIMLER PUCH A.G STEYR MANNLICHER 
MOD M. Metalwork retains most orignial blue thinning in a 
few areas on the barrel. ExC original woodwork with Ebony 
forend and complete with swivels and original detachable  
magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

370 - SCHULTZ & LARSEN RIFLE                  
Danish M65DL bolt action sporting rifle. 23” .30.06 cal bar-
rel with iron sights and marked Schultz & Larson Denmark 
as well as caliber. The action fitted with period redfield 2-7 
scope and also makers marked as well as M65DL. Metal-
work has most overall blue thinning on the underside. VGC  
woodwork with some handling wear. VGWO&C ALR

371 - SCHULTZ & LARSEN RIFLE                  
Bolt action Danish Model M65DC sporting rifle. 23” .280 
rem replacement after market barrel without sights. Receiv-
er with Redfield 2-7 scope and marked Schultz & Larsen 
M65DL etc. Most overall blue, VGC woodwork with some  
handling marks. VGWO&C ALR

372 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER    
British Military WWI double action revolver. 6” .455 cal 
barrel with ordnance and proof marks on the top strap as 
well as MARK VI in white frame with WEBLEY PATENT 
& 1918 date. Metalwork with most overall original blue  
thinning towards the muzzle. VGC original hard rubber 
grips complete with original lanyard. VGWO&C B/CLR

373 - S&W MODEL 1917 REVOLVER      
Canadian Military WWI period double action revolver. 
6 1/2” .455 cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .455. 
Frame with Canadian broad arrow ordnance mark plus sold 
out of service marks. Most overall original blue thinning on 
the left hand side of the barrel. GC original wooden grips 
with lanyard ring. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

374 - S&W MODEL 1917 REVOLVER     
British Military WWI period double action revolver. 6½” 
.455 cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .455. The frame 
with ordnance marks. Sold out of service marks plus P.G at 
the back. Metalwork with most reblue. Worn original grips 
with a chip at the base and includes lanyard ring. GWO&C  
B/CLR

16
350 - RUGER MKI PISTOL          
U.S .22lr semi auto pistol. 5¼” .22lr bull barrel with adjust-
able sights. Metalwork has thin original blue with a thumb 
nail size area of staining on top of the barrel as well as some 
surface scratching.GC wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR

351 - FRENCH WWI MEDAL                        
French 1914 1918 War Merit Cross with ribbon.VGC

352 - WWI TANK BADGE                          
A nice quality silver Jewellers made 1920-30’s period com-
memorative tank badge. Issued to former WWI tank men 
of the German Imperial Army. Hollow back and round pin. 
Contained in its original purple silk and felt box with Jewel-
ler name C.E. Juncker Alts Jacob str 12 BERLIN S.W. Also 
includes English dealers authenticity letter. ExC

353 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPER AWARD             
WWII German award. Blackened wreath with most gilt to 
the eagle. Flat back with round pin. VGC

354 - 1957 GERMAN CROSS                       
1957 Gold Cross without Swastika. 5 Piece construction 
with most gilt and blackened finishes. ExC

355 - IRON CROSS BAR                          
WWII German 1st Class Bar to the Iron Cross. Without 
makers mark and with flat pin. ExC

356 - IRON CROSS 1ST CLASS                    
WWII German Iron Cross marked 1939 with iron core and 
most black finish. Bottle shaped pin marked 50. VGC

357 - BRITISH GLIDER PILOTS WINGS ETC         
An embroided felt badge, black, gold and grey with round 
pin. Plus a single eppollete with 3 stars and a ribbon. VGC

358 - WWII GERMAN BELT AND BUTTONS            
A WWII German Army belt decorated with 31 assorted 
Military buttons of different nationalities. GC

359 - CHINESE MORTAR ROUND                    
An inert Vietnam period Chinese 7.5mm Mortar round. 
Near all green paint with red band and fuse. ExC NLR

360 - CHINESE STICK GRENADE                   
An inert Chinese stick grenade, circa Vietnam War period, 
wood handle with screw base. ExC NLR

361 - CZECH K98 RIFLE                         
Post war version of the Czech BRNO built 98K rifle. 25” 
8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
receiver marked Czechoslovakia etc with enlarged trigger 
guard. Metalwork with most overall blue finish. VGC lami-
nated wood stock complete with sling. VGWO&C

362 - M17 RIFLE                               
U.S Military WWI Enfield bolt action rifle. 26” 30.06 cal 
barrel with original sights. The chamber marked U.S MOD-
EL OF 1917 EDDYSTONE and receiver with flying bomb. 
Most overall original dark patina. ExC original woodwork.  
There is some pitting to the bolt face, otherwise VGC ALR

363 - MAUSER TRAINING RIFLE                   
Single shot bolt action German training rifle based on the 
Mauser rifle. 26” 4mm cal barrel with original iron sights 
and marked J.G.A Germania waffenwerk R G Zella- Mehlis/
Thur. Chamber with logo and Duscher Sportmodell Nurm-
berg. Metalwork with thinning blue and white lettering with 
staining to one side. VGC original woodwork. GWO&C 
ALR

364 - BERETTA SHOTGUN                         
Italian Beretta model AL391 Urika 2 12g semi auto shotgun. 
27” interchoke barrel with modified and improved cylinder 
chokes, plus tool. Most overall matte black finish. VGC 
original synthetic stock. VGWO&C ALR
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375 - W&W VICTORY REVOLVER    
WWII U.S Military double action revolver. 5” .38 S&Wcal 
barrel mkd SMITH &WESSON*38 S&W CTG*. The 
frame with logo etc. Metalwork has near all original parker-
ised finish and case colours on the trigger and hammer. ExC 
original smooth wood grips with lanyard ring.  Hard to find 
better. ExWO&C B/CLR

376 - FAIRBAIRN SYKES DAGGER                  
British Commando 3rd pattern dagger. 17½cm blued dou-
ble edge blade. The guard marked WILLIAM RODGERS 
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND. Blackened ring grip handle thin-
ning on the high points. Includes its leather scabbard. VGC

377 - U.S M3 FIGHTING KNIFE                   
17cm parkerised blade with most finish. The guard marked 
US M-3 UTICA. VGC original leather stacked handle. 
Complete with fiberglass M8 sheath. VGC

378 - GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE                   
WWII German trench/fighting knife. 14½cm blade with 
some stainning and marked RAISER MESSER ??? ‘ERN’. 
GC serrated wooden grips. Complete with blued steel scab-
bard with tatty leather frog. F-GC

379 - GERBER FIGHTING KNIFE                   
Unbranded version of the U.S fighting knife. 17cm double 
edge blade with partial serrations and marked 440 STAIN-
LESS JAPAN. Green alloy handle. No scabbard. GC

380 - BRITISH POCKET KNIFE                    
Military WWII Jack knife. 2½” Blade marked RODGERS 
SHEFFIELD. Marlin spike and alloy chequered grips with 
lanyard ring, broad arrow and 471 on the handle. VGC

381 - NORWEGIAN HUNTING KNIFE                 
A traditional modern made Knivsmed Stromeng brand fixed 
blade knife with wooden handle and leather sheath. 20cm 
blade in NEW ExC

382 - NORWEGIAN HUNTING KNIFE                 
Similar to previous lot but 12cm blade in NEW ExC.

383 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE                     
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant M91/30 bolt action rifle. 28” 
7.62x54R cal barrel with iron sights. The receiver with 
Hammer & Sickle, 1944 date and Izhevsk arsenal mark. 
Metalwork with grey overall patina. Receiver fitted with PU  
scope with WWII Muscova optical works logo with 44 pre-
fix serial number. Optic has most overall blue. Action with 
turn down bolt handle. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

384 - NAGANT M38 CARBINE                      
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant bolt action carbine. 18” 
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and variant without 
bayonet. Receiver with 1943 date and Izhevsk arsenal mark 
as well as U.S Importer markings. Metalwork with all over 
Military refinish. GC woodwork and includes a packet of 
ammunition. VGWO&C ALR

385 - SMLE NO4 MKII RIFLE                     
British Military Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal 
barrel with original iron sights and bayonet lug. Chamber 
marked Parker Hale and sold out of service mark. The re-
ceiver marked NO4 MK2 (F) 6/53 and matching serial num-
ber to bolt.  Metalwork has near all original Military black  
enamel finish. VGC woodwork with brass butt plate and 
some handling dings. VGWO&C ALR

386 - INDIAN SMLE RIFLE                       
Indian Military No3 bolt action rifle. 25” 303 cal barrel with 
original sights. The wrist marked GRI 1938 SHT LE III. 
Metalwork with most blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

387 - SWISS K31 CARBINE                       
Swiss Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 24” 
7.5x55 cal barrel threaded at the end and with original 
sights plus bayonet lug. Receiver with Swiss cross and side 
mounted aftermarket scope rail. Thinning original finish. 
GC woodwork with sling. GWO&C ALR

388 - BERETTA MODEL 950 PISTOL    
Beretta .25 acp cal pocket pistol. 2¼” tip up barrel, the slide 
with integeral sights and marked BERETTA-Mod 950B 
cal 6.35 MADE IN BRAZIL. Metalwork is in ExC retain-
ing near all original blued finish, ExC original plastic grips 
and includes its original box with manual and warranty. 
ExWO&C  CLR

389 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL      
Belgian FN Vest Pistol. 2½” .25 acp cal barrel. The slide 
with integral sights and Herstal address etc. Metalwork re-
tains near all original bright blue finish. ExC original hard 
rubber FN logo grips. ExWO&C  CLR

390 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL     
FN Browning semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal bar-
rel with integral sights and marked with Belgian proofs and 
Herstal address. Metalwork retains most original blue finish 
slightly thinning on the edges. ExC original FN logo hard 
rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

391 - DUTCH BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL 
Dutch issue Browning pistol. 4¼ .32 acp cal barrel, the slide 
marked on top with Queen Juliana’a Crest (1947 Nether-
lands) and the side with FN Herstal address etc. The base of 
the grip is fitted with lanyard ring. Metalwork retains nearly 
all the original blue but shows signs of holster wear  near 
the muzzle. VGC original grips and magazine with Dutch 
crest. Scarce unusual pistol for the FN or Dutch collector. 
VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

392 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL MAGAZINES                 
Two original FN marked .32acp cal magazines. ExC

393 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL HOLSTER                   
Black leather Belgian Police issue flap holster. ExC

394 - WINCHESTER ‘86 RIFLE                   
Antique, circa 1891, U.S Winchester model 1886 lever ac-
tion rifle. 26” octagonal 40-65 cal barrel with full length 
magazine and fitted with original fore sight and serrated 
edge sporting rear sight. The barrel is marked with a two 
line address - MANUFACTURED BY THE - WINCHES-
TER REPEATING ARMS CO - NEW HAVEN.CONN 
U.S.A.- and 40-65 W.C.F behind the rear sight. The top tang 
is marked - MODEL 1886 - and the lower with 5,000 serial 
range number and patent dates. Metalwork has turned a thin 
plum colour on the barrel and tube and some traces of case 
colours to the action. VGC original woodwork with crescent 
shaped butt. VGWO&C ALR

395 - WINCHESTER ‘73 CARBINE                 
Antique, circa 1890, U.S Winchester 3rd model 1873 lever 
action saddle ring carbine. 20” 38.40 cal barrel with full 
length magazine with original foresight and adjustable sec-
ond type carbine sight marked 1873. The barrel is marked 
WINCHESTER’S - REPEATING - ARMS NEW HAVEN 
CT KING’S - IMPROVEMENT - PATENTED - MARCH 
29 1866 OCTOBER 16 1860 and 38 W.C.F behind the 
rear  sight. The top tang is marked - MODEL 1873 - and 
the serial number on the lower in the 356,000 range. The 
brass loading grate is marked 38 CAL. Metalwork has nice 
untouched original patina with an overall dark colour with 
distinct areas of dull blue. VGC original woodwork without 
major  scratches or dings. A nice original example in one of 
the rarer calibers for the 73. Includes original brass cleaning 
rod in the butt. VGWO&C ALR

396 - WINCHESTER 1910 RIFLE                   
Circa 1914 antique U.S semi auto rifle. 20” .401 cal round 
barrel with original sights, address, patent and caliber info. 
Metalwork with most overall original blue thinning on the 
edges. VGC original woodwork also includes 27 rounds of 
ammo plus approx. 15 empty cases. VGWO&C ALR
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397 - MAYNARD CARBINE                         
Scarce, circa 1863-65, U.S percussion breech loading 2nd 
model Maynard percussion carbine. 20” Octagonal to round 
.50 cal barrel with original folding leaf rear sight and marked 
with S inspection mark. The breech loading action with sad-
dle bar and ring is marked EDWARD MAYNARD PATEN-
TEE MAY 27 1851. DEC.6.1859 MANUFACTURED BY 
MASS.ARMS CO. CHICOPEE FALLS. Metalwork with 
dull blue to the barrel and dark patina to the action. GC orig-
inal wooden butt stock. These were a secondary Military 
Union Firearm during the U.S Cival War. VGWO&C ALR

398 - LE MAT REVOLVING RIFLE                  
A very rare antique, circa 1856-60, U.S Cival War period 
1st model Col. Le Mat percussion revolving rifle. 23” Oc-
tagonal to round .44 cal rifle barrel with original sights and 
marked in front of the rear in stamp lettering COLONEL LE 
MAT. PATENT. Nine shot cylinder without English proof 
marks and the frame stamped behind the trigger with serial 
number 335. The grape shot barrel is in 20g and extends the 
full length of the rifle barrel and has plunger style loading 
lever and the ejector rod is located between the two bar-
rels. The frame has cavalry spur trigger guard and the met-
alwork has original dark grey patina. VGC original wooden 
butt complete with swivels. The 1st model U.S made Le 
Mat firearms are extremely rare and rifle variants are sel-
dom encountered and many saw use in the U.S Cival War. 
VGWO&C NLR
EST 8000-12000

399 - LE MAT REVOLVER                         
A rare U.S Cival War period Col Le Mat 2nd model per-
cussion revolver. 6¾” .40 cal octagonal barrel engraved in 
script System Le Mat Bte s.g.d.g Paris. The side is marked 
with serial number in the early 3,000 range and the *LM  
trade mark. The 4¾” round grape shot barrel is in 18g and is 
marked with London proofs which are also on each of the 9 
cylinders and the revolver barrel (all French made revolvers 
were sent through England where they were proofed). The 
frame has the early 1st model Cavalry spur trigger which 
was a transitional feature. Metalwork has overall dull blue 
to a dark patina. VGC original chequered grips with solid 
lanyard ring. The gun is missing the loading lever and action 
is at fault, otherwise VGC NLR

400 - COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER               
Antique, circa 1861 (first year of production in the 5000 
serial number range) single action percussion pistol. 4½” 
.36 cal round barrel marked ADDRESS COL.SAML COLT 
NEW-YORK U.S AMERICA. The fluted cylinder is marked  
PAT.SEPT 10TH 1850. Metalwork has dark original patina. 
Brass trigger guard and back strap with a couple of slight 
traces of the nickel finish. All serial numbers including the 
wedge are matching. VGC original varnished wooden one 
piece grip. VGWO&C NLR

401 - COLT POCKET NAVY  CONV. REVOLVER
Rare antique, circa 1873-80, Colt factory conversion of a 
pocket navy percussion revolver to center fire. 3½” .38 cf 
cal round barrel without ejector and marked with two line 
address COLT’S PT.F.A MFG.CO HATFORD CT. U.S.A. 
Five shot cylinder with mostly visible stage coach scene. 
The frame marked with 1871 and 1872 patent dates and the 
trigger guard with overstamped .36 cal pocket navy mark 
and all serial numbers are matching in the early 300,000 
range. Metalwork retains large areas of original dark case 
colours to the frame and areas of blue to the barrel. ExC 
original varnished walnut grips with brass triggerguard and 
back strap retaining small amounts of the original nickel fin-
ish. VG-ExWO&C CLR

402 - ALLEN AND THURBER PEPPERBOX PISTOL      
Antique U.S, circa 1840’s, 6 shot revolver. 3¼” .32 cal 
ribbed barrels which have faint traces of the manufactures 
marks - ALLEN & THURBER WORCHESTER PATENT-
ED 1837 CAST STEEL. Bar type hammer and rounded ac-
tion with foliate engraving and nipple shield with roll en-
graving. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. VGC original 
walnut grips. GWO&C NLR

403 - REMINGTON POCKET REVOLVER               
Antique, circa 1863-73, U.S Remington new model pocket 
percussion revolver. 3½” .31 cal octagonal barrel with origi-
nal nickel silver foresight marked PATENTED SEPT.14, 
1858 MARCH 17, 1863/E REMINGTON & SOLS IL-
LION, NEW YORK U.S.A. Metalwork retains some of the 
original blue to the barrel and case colours to the five shot 
cylinder and grey patina to the all steel frame.  The original 
dark walnut grips have an aged repaired crack. VGWO&C 
NLR

404 - WINCHESTER .401 CAL MAGAZINE            
Original magazine to suit the model 1910 semi auto rifle. 
VGC

405 - WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL               
Antique hand reloading tool for the Winchester 73 or simi-
lar in 44-40 cal. All steel and marked MANUFACTURED 
BY THE WINCHESTER RE.ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN  
CONN.USA 44W.C.F PACX OCT 20 1874 NOV 7.82. 
VGC

406 - COLT LIGHTNING RELOADING TOOL           
Antique reloading tool/mould for the Colt Lightning 32-20 
cal pump action rifle. Retains most nickel finish and marked 
IDEAL MFG CO NEW HAVEN N.CT U.S 32 COLTS 
LIGHTNING. VGC

407 - COLT DOWN UNDER BOOK                    
Col Colt Down Under by Hughes and Rapley. Hard cover, 
large format, colour photos and 250 pages featuring many 
fine guns from Australia and NZ. NEW ExC

408 - COLT ACCESSORY BOOK                     
Colt Accoutrements 1834-1911 by Robin Rapley. Hard cov-
er, large format, colour photos, 250 pages. Features all Colt 
case accessories. NEW ExC

409 - NO 8 RIFLE                              
British Military bolt action training rifle. 21” .22lr original 
barrel with original iron sights. The receiver is marked .22 
NO8 MKI. The wrist is marked with 1951 date. Metalwork 
with most overall finish. VG-ExC original woodwork with 
small checked in fill to the top wood. VG-ExWO&C ALR

410 - SMLE NO2 MK IV* TRAINING RIFLE          
British Military .22rf training version of the Lee Enfield 
No1 MKIII rifle. 25” solid bore .22 barrel with iron sights. 
The bolt head is marked .22 No2 but the wrist is still marked 
SMLEIII*. Metalwork with most finish. GC woodwork. 
The magazine is standard SMLE type with spring and fol-
lower. GWO&C ALR

411 - LONG TOM RIFLE                          
British/NZ Military bolt action Military rifle. 30” .303 cal 
barrel with original sights with wing protector fitted and 
marked Westley Richards and Co London. The wrist marked 
Crown/VR B.S.A and Co 1900 LE I*. Metalwork with dark 
overall blue. GC NZ marked woodwork with typical han-
dling dings and includes lobing sight. GWO&C ALR

412 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE                     
A commercial private purchase Thomas Turner Military 
model Martini Henry rifle, circa 1870/80’s. 32½”  .577/450 
cal barrel with original iron sights and marked T.Turner with 
crown over T and Birmingham proof marks. The action is 
marked THOMAS TURNER FISHER STREET BIR-
MINGHAM. Metalwork has dark patina. VGC woodwork 
with Turner cartouches and complete with rod and swivels. 
Most  likely private Military purchase. VGWO&C ALR

413 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE                 
British/NZ Military Martini Enfield. Artillery carbine. 20½” 
.303 cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is marked 
N arrow Z 99. The receiver with Victorian cypher ENFIELD 
1898 M.E .303 ACII. Metalwork with most overall dull blue 
thinning on the edges. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
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414 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD RIFLE              
Antique U.S Military, circa 1876-77, model 1873 ‘trapdoor’ 
breech loading rifle. 28” 45-70 cal round barrel with iron 
sights. The lock marked U.S MODEL 1873 and the plate 
marked with eagle and U.S SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork  
with dark original patina and traces of case colours to the 
action. Original woodwork with typical handling dings and 
missing swivels. VG-GWO&C ALR

415 - SIG P229 ELITE PISTOL     
High quality U.S made semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal bar-
rel. Slide with tritium night sights and SIG markings. Alloy 
frame with front mounting rail. Metalwork retains near all 
original matte finish. ExC original grips. Includes original 
case and extra magazine. In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

416 - CZ75 SP01 PISTOL            
Czech combat/target semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, 
slide with fibre optic fore sight and marked CZ75 SP-01 
SHADOW etc. Steel frame with accessory rail, ambidex-
trous controls, low profile hammer and lightend trigger. 
Metalwork retains near all original matte finish. ExC origi-
nal grip. Includes two extra magazines and box, in like new 
ExWO&C B/CLR

417 - PARA ORDNANCE P16 PISTOL    
1911 Semi automatic pistol. 5” .40 cal barrel, slide with 
adjustable iron sights, blackened stainless steel top and ser-
rations marked 16.40 limited. Double stack frame. Metal-
work without significant scratches. Original plastic grips. 
Includes original box and two more magazines. ExWO&C 
B/CLR

418 - PARA ORDNANCE SSP PISTOL   
1911 semi automatic pistol. 5” 38 super cal barrel. Stainless 
steel slide with low profile sights and marked PARA 1911 
SSP. Single stack frame with bright stainless finish. ExC 
original chequered walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

419 - COLT 22 CONVERSION UNIT                 
.22lr conversion kit for the 1911 pistol .22lr with slide, bar-
rel, magazine and small parts. The slide marked CONVER-
SION UNIT COLT AUTOMATIC CAL 22LR etc. Near all 
original blue. ExC 

420 - M-16 ASSORTED PARTS                     
M16/AR-15 parts including charging handle, 20 shot mag-
azine and Flash hiders, one long type for the XM177, in-
cludes washers. GC

421 - M16 FOREGRIP AND COLLAPSABLE STOCK      
M16 A1 Triangular Forend and collapsable butt stock. GC

422 - M16 FOREGRIP AND MAG POUCH              
Bag lot including carbine length M16 Foregrip and delta 
ring and a double mag pouch. GC

423 - SAVAGE ‘99 RIFLE                        
Vintage U.S lever action rifle. 26” .303 Savage cal barrel 
with original leaf sight and marked with Savage address, 
patent info and MODEL 1899 SAV 303 receiver with peep 
sight. Metalwork with dark grey patina with slight traces of 
blue. Original woodwork with handling dings and scratches. 
GWO&C ALR

424 - SAVAGE ‘99 RIFLE                        
U.S vintage lever action rifle. 22” .22 Savage Hi-Power cal 
barrel with original sights. Peep sight fitted to the tang. Met-
alwork has been polished to white finish. ExC replacement 
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

425 - WINCHESTER 94 CARBINE                   
U.S lever action rifle, circa 1971. 20” .30.30 cal round barrel 
with full length magazine, original sights and Winchester 
address. Metalwork with most overall blue with some pit-
ting on the left hand side of the receiver as well as several 
scope screw holes. GC beech woodwork fitted with rubber 
butt pad. FWO&C ALR

426 - ROSSI 92 CARBINE                        
Brazilian lever action copy of the ‘92 carbine. 20” 44-40 cal 
round barrel with full magazine and missing the rear sight. 
The tang fitted with peep sight. Stainless steel metalwork 
without significant scratches and a few light scratches on the 
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

427 - CUSTOM P14 RIFLE                        
Bolt action sporting rifle built on a Enfield P14 Military ac-
tion. 24” .270 cal blued barrel without sights. The receiver 
with weaver bases fitted. Metalwork retains near all bright 
blue finish. ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock with cheek 
rest and rubber butt plate. Ex WO&C ALR

428 - LEE ENFIELD SPORTING RIFLE              
Sporterised SMLE No 1 NK III bolt action rifle. 20” .303 cal 
barrel without sights. The BSA receiver fitted with bridge 
mount and tasco 3-9 scope. Metalwork with most blue fin-
ish. VGC commercial butt stock with custom inlayed fore 
wood with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

429 - MAXIM 1910 MACHINE GUN                  
WWII period Soviet Maxim Heavy Machine Gun. 28” 
7.62x54R cal barrel with fluted water jacket with snow cap. 
The action is marked with 1944 date and Tula arsenal mark 
and with most overall blue. Original Russian Military  olive 
green paint finish to the water jacket, Sokolov mount and 
shield. ExWO&C CLR. 

430 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE           
Rare and highly desirable WWII German MP44 select fire 
assault rifle. 16” 8mm Kurz cal barrel with correct double 
knurled end nut and marked with eagle over 280 (ERMA). 
The receiver is stamped MP44 and has serial number in the 
3,000 range. The underside with Army acceptance mark 
Waffen-amt WaAA44 and eagle over 280 both for Erma 
works and COS (Merz-Werke subcontractor). The bolt and 
carrier are also Nazi and qlv code marked as well as match-
ing serial numbers which are also on the stock and trigger 
housing. Metalwork retains near all original matte style blue 
(not East German gloss reblue) has scattered pin pricking in 
areas. The original ventilated handguard is marked aqr and 
the gas block is marked with a S and a hard to read ordnance  
stamp.  ExC brown Bakelite original grips. Complete with 
original magazine, sling with three holes and cross hatched 
pattern plus a spare firing pin and tool. This is one of the 
finest example of these iconic rifles we have encountered 
and a superb opportunity for the advanced German WWII  
collector. ExWO&C CLR EST 6000-8000

431 - MKI BREN GUN               
British/NZ Military WWII light machine gun. 24” .303 cal 
barrel with front section in white(missing bipod). The re-
ceiver with dial sight and marked BREN MKI M INGLIS 
1941 and NZ arrow A DP etc. Metalwork with most overall 
Military black  finish. VGC wooden butt and pistol grip. 
Also includes transit case. VGWO&C  CLR

432 - GERMAN MG34 MACHINE GUN        
WWII German light machine gun. 27” 8mm cal barrel with 
flash hider, original sights and ventilated shield. The cham-
ber is marked dot 1944 (Czech made) and serial number. 
This is matching on the rear of the receiver and has been  re-
numbered on the feed cover to match and the gun is Waffen-
amt marked.  Metalwork retains most overall Military 
refinish. VGC brown Bakelite butt stock and black pistol 
grips. Complete with Waffen-amt marked bipod. Includes 
original leather sling and 50R link of ammo and starter tab.  
VGWO&C CLR EST 5000-6000

433 - BREN SLING                              
Original WWII period webbing and steel sling for the MKI 
Bren gun. VGC

434 - BREN MAGAZINE                           
Two magazines for the .305 cal Bren gun. VGC
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435 - BREN MAGAZINE MANDREL                  
Heavy steel Mandrel for repairing / re-forming the .303 
Bren magazine. Canadian WWII made. Most overall dull 
blue. VGC

436 - STEN GUN CRATE                          
Rare original wooden WWII NZ Airforce transit case for the 
STEN SMG and magazines. Includes original NZ Military 
tags and check list. Only 1,000 of these were made and great 
for displaying your Sten Gun! ExC

437 - SMLE MAGAZINES AND SLING                
Bag lot containing four assorted Lee Enfield magazines - 
Long Tom, No1 & No4, plus a webbing sling. GC

438 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL             
WWI period commercial Imperial German semi automatic 
Broom handle pistol and rig. 5½” .30 mauser/7.63 cal barrel 
with original sights and marked with the serial number and 
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N as well 
as Imperial proof marks. The frame is also marked Mauser 
etc. All serial numbers are matching. Including the shoulder 
stock which seldom match. Metalwork retains most origi-
nal blue but shows typical war time handling with thinning 
on the edges. VGC original wooden grips with correct lan-
yard ring. The shoulder stock/holster is complete with its 
1917 dated leather work with a repair to one of the joins. 
VGWO&C B/CLR

439 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL AND RIG  
WWI Imperial German LP08 9mm pistol. 8” Barrel with 
original adjustable front and rear sights and with serial num-
ber and Military proof mark. The chamber is dated 1916 and 
the toggle marked DWM. The right hand side has Military 
acceptance and proof marks. Metalwork retains nearly all 
of its original blue and straw colours. The inside of the grip 
has a German unit mark 95R.2K.46. VGC original walnut 
grips. All serial numbers except the magazine and stock are 
matching (they seldom match). VGC correct wooden stock 
which has been marked with the capturing soldiers name 
and number W Smith 22877. VGC 1915 dated leather hol-
ster complete with boot, stripping tool and cleaning rod. A 
fine example from the Willis collection. ExWO&C B/CLR

440 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL        
WWII German semi automatic pistol. 3¼” .32 acp cal bar-
rel, the slide with original sights and marked with the banner 
logo. Obendorf address etc. The waffen-amt and acceptance 
marks on the back of the trigger bow have been punched 
out. Metalwork with a few speckle spots has near all origi-
nal blue. VGC original wooden grips and nickel body maga-
zine. VGWO&C CLR

441 - NAZI CZ27 PISTOL            
WWII German issue semi auto pistol. 3½” .32 auto cal 
barrel. The slide with original sights and marked on top 
BOHMISCHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G.IN PRAG. The side 
is marked Pistol Modell 27 K91 7.65. The frame marked 
with Waffen-amt WaA76. Metalwork with near all wartime 
finish etc. Bakelite CZ logo grips. Includes original maga-
zine marked P Mod 27. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

442 - HUNGARIAN FROMMER PISTOL    
A seldom seen WWI period Hungarian Frommer-’stop’ semi 
automatic pistol. 4”.32acp cal barrel marked FEGYVERG-
YAR-BUDAPEST etc. Metalwork has most overall original 
blue with holster wear and some staining. VGC original  
basic war time serrated wooden grips and correct makers 
marked magazine. Also includes its original Military unit 
marked (R.A.XI) leather holster. These pistols were adopt-
ed in 1912 for the Army reserve and saw use in WWI. G-
VGWO&C CLR

443 - MAB MODEL D PISTOL        
French semi automatic pistol. 4” .32 acp cal barrel, slide 
with original sights and arsenal markings, the otherside is 
marked POLICE D’ETAT. Metalwork with near all original 
blue and excellent original grips. Firing pin missing, other-
wise ExC B/CLR

444 - GERMAN PICKELHAUBE                      
WWI Prussian Infantry felt Pickelhaube. Dark olive green 
colour with most gilt to the eagle and the felt is in VGC. 
The leather liner is in tact and complete with label marked 
C.G.WILKE GUBEN gegr.1822 and size 59. Complete with 
chin strap. ExC 

445 - WWI GERMAN HELMET                       
WWI model 1916 with camoflauge paint scheme with some 
aged speckle staining coming through. The inside with 
leather liner, makers mark and size 66. VGC

446 - SS PITH HELMET                          
WWII German tropical pith helmet, circa 1940-43. Dark 
green olive felt construction with SS runes on shield and 
Swastika shield on the other side. The inside with leather 
and felt liner and paper size 56 label. Complete with chin 
strap. ExC

447 - WWII GERMAN BINOCULARS                  
Alloy and steel construction, marked Dienstgias 7x50 serial 
number beh (maker code). Has about half of the original fin-
ish. Includes leather case which is Waffen-amt and makers 
marked. Optics are a bit cloudy. GC

448 - SPY CAMERA                              
A very rare WWII Soviet Minox spy camera. Serial number 
02837 (pre 1940). Measures only 10x2.5cm. Marked with 
Minox Riga logo and Made in Latvia patented. ExWO&C

449 - GERMAN TORNISTER                         
WWII German signal mans pack, fur canvas and leather 
construction, marked with the number 3 as well as Army 
eagle bdt 41 code. ExC

450 - GERMAN MAIL SACK                        
WWII Nazi German mail sack with 1943 date and Nazi ea-
gle. Several wear holes. F-GC

451 - SS COFFEE                               
A pack of German war time coffee marked VERIKA SS 
PACKUNG etc. 1/4kg. ExC

452 - LUFTWAFFE BOWL                          
WWII German square China food bowl marked with 
Luffwaffe eagle F1. U.V. 1939 and Bavarian makers mark. 
GC

453 - GERMAN ARMY CUP                         
WWII Nazi German China cup and saucer marked with 
makers marks and Army eagles. GC

454 - WWII GERMAN PAPERWORK                   
A bag lot of assorted paper collectable items including 14 
Labour front food tickets, 9 Death Cards and a camp inmate 
letter. VGC

455 - LUFTWAFFE RUCKSACK                      
WWII German Airforce rucksack/pack, dark blue cotton 
with leather edging and straps. Faint makers mark with 1942 
date. VGC

456 - GERMAN WATER BOTTLE                     
WWII 1931 pattern waterbottle. Olive felt cover, Bakelite 
drinking cup and three piece leather strap. Some cracking 
to the leather. VGC

457 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE         
Modern U.S made version of the .308 cal semi auto rifle. 
20” barrel with flash hider. Flat top receiver and Troy brand 
handguard with multi rails. Receiver marked ARMALITE 
etc. Metalwork with near all original finish black synthetic 
AZ style pistol grip and butt stock. Includes 20R magazine. 
In like new ExWO&C ELR
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458 - P.O.F U.S.A ARI5 RIFLE      
High quality U.S made Patriot of Freedom brand AR15 
semi automatic rifle. 16” 5.56 cal, fluted blued barrel with 
muzzle break fitted. Nickel coloured billet alloy receiver 
marked POF USA MODE P-415. Collapsable VLTOR butt 
and multi rail handguard. Ambidextrous controls and 30R P 
Mag. ExWO&C ELR

459 - NOVESKE AR15 RIFLE                     
High quality U.S made Noveske model N4 AR15 semi auto 
rifle. 16” 5.56 cal barrel with prong flash hider fitted. Flat 
top receiver with multi rail handgaurd and ambidextrous 
control. Near all original finish. ExC dark earth colour, 
Magpul stock and 30R magazine. ExWO&C ELR

460 - DPMS AR15 RIFLE            
U.S semi auto rifle. 16” 5.56 cal barrel with muzzle break 
and tubular handguard. Flat top receiver with DPMS ad-
dress and model AR15. Metalwork with near all original 
finish. Fixed rear stock, ergo pistol grip and 30R magazine. 
ExWO&C ELR

461 - AR15 MAGAZINES                          
Two 20 shot Colt brand AR15 magazines. GC

462 - AR/M16 MAGAZINES                        
Two M16 magazines, one 20 shot and one 30 shot. Colt and 
Adventure line brands. GC

463 - LANG PERCUSSION PISTOLS                 
Cased pair of Officers Percussion pistols by Joseph Lang of 
London, circa 1840’s. 7¼” .73 cal round damascus barrels 
with silver bead foresight, notched rear sights and captive 
ram rods. The lock plates with ½ cock safeties are marked 
J.LANG and are borderline and foliate engraved. Metalwork 
retains most original browning to the barrels with some mild 
staining. The tangs, lock plates and hammers retain a lot of 
the original case colours. ExC one piece chequered steel 
mounts extending into pineapple finials and retianing most 
original bright blue finish. Contained in their original case 
with original green baize lining and trade label. The case 
contains Dixon medicine bottle flask, pewter oil bottle, No. 
12 bore bullet mould, nipple key, turn screw, rod and its 
original Lang marked Japaned finish percussion cap tin with 
caps as well as the key. A fine original untouched set for 
the advanced collector. ExWO&C NLR EST 17000-20000

464 - TRAVELLING PISTOLS                      
Pair of European percussion travelling/overcoat boxlock 
pistols. 5¼” octagonal .54 cal steel barrels. Brass actions 
with border and foliate engraving. The stocks are one piece 
walnut with smooth sides and fine chequering on the spines. 
VG-ExWO&C NLR

465 - FRENCH TARGET PISTOLS                   
A fine and desirable cased pair of mid 19th century percus-
sion pistols by A Maquaire of Paris. 10½” Octagonal .45 cal 
blued barrels with dovetail foresight and notched rear and 
are engraved A Maquaire A Paris. The underside is marked 
ST ET.ENNE and number 1 and 2 respectively. The lock 
plates are finely scroll and borderline engraved. The ham-
mers are dolphin style and the triggers are double set type. 
Metalwork retains near all blue to the barrels and bright 
case colours to the action, breech tang and trigger guards. 
VGC chequered walnut ½ stocks with a few minor han-
dling marks. Contained in its original case with purple vel-
vet lining and marked DEPOT DE PARIS A MAQUAIRE 
AGENT. The case retains all its original accessories includ-
ing Rods, dipper, mallet, oil bottle, mould, patch and cap 
boxes plus the key. A very ornate and stylish set for the dis-
cerning collector. ExWO&C NLR
EST 12000-16000

466 - DUCKS FOOT PISTOL                       
Rare antique, circa late 18th early 19th century, Flintlock 
4 barrel pistol by Simmons. Each of the round barrels are 
approx. .50 cal barrels and are numbered 0 through 4 with 
corresponding numbers on the breech which is also marked 
with London proof marks, engraved with borderline and 
deep carved foliate designs on each end. The box lock ac-

tion with concealed trigger is marked SIMMONS as well as 
stand of flags and border line engraving. The pan has 4 holes 
to ignite all barrels at once. Metalwork in the white, turning 
grey. ExC flat  sided one piece grip. VGWO&C NLR 
EST 5000-8000

467 - RIGBY FLINTLOCK PISTOL                  
Antique, circa 1830, Flintlock overcoat/Officers pistol. 5”  
.65 cal damascus round barrel with flat rib marked DUB-
LIN and crown/P proof mark. The lock plate marked W&J 
RIGBY and with ring neck cock and roller frizzen.  Met-
alwork with some staining and damascus highlights. VGC 
one piece stock with brass furniture and captive ram rod. 
VGWO&C NLR

468 - CASED MUFF PISTOL                       
Antique, circa 1840’s, English percussion muff pistol. 1¾” 
.36 cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof marks. 
Brass boxlock action with dolphin hammer and foliate en-
graving. Metalwork with dark patina and VGC chequered 
one piece grip with brass escucheon. Contained in a green 
velvet lined wooden case with 60 bore mould, cap box, balls 
and small Sykes flask.  VGWO&C NLR

469 - MUFF PISTOL                             
Most likely French, good quality, boxlock percussion muff 
pistol, circa 1840’s. 2” approx. .45 cal  octagonal barrel 
marked with crown/A.F proof mark and 50. The action 
with vase and foliage designs. Metalwork with grey patina. 
VGC one piece wooden grip with silver escucheon. VG-
ExWO&C NLR

470 - ERMA EP752 PISTOL          
West German, circa 1970/80’s pocket pistol based on the 
Walther PPK. 3½” .22lr barrel marked ERMA-WERKE 
Mod EP752 etc. Metalwork retains near all original blued 
finish. ExC original walnut grips  . Includes original box and 
paperwork. In as new ExWO&C CLR

471 - BERNADELLI MODEL 60 PISTOL  
Italian semi auto pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, the slide 
with integral sights and Bernadelli address etc. Alloy 
frame and steel slide retain most original blue finish with 
a few scratches. Includes original box with extra magazine. 
ExWO&C  CLR

472 - BROWNING HI-POWER PISTOL     
M.35 semi automatic pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with 
tangent rear sight. Metalwork has been polished and mark-
ings removed and retains near all re-blue. VGC original 
wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR

473 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL          
Belgian semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32 ap cal barrel, the 
slide with integral sights and FN Herstal address. Metal-
work has mostly dulling blue with overall handling scratch-
es. The original hard rubber grips with chips to the high 
points. GWO&C CLR

474 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER         
British double action revolver. 6” .22 lr cal barrel marked 
MARK IV .22 LONG RIFLE & WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD 
and British proofed. Metalwork with near all original blue 
starting to thin on the edges. ExC original grips with W & S  
logo. ExWO&C B/CLR

475 - MIROKU G-13 SHOTGUN                     
Very high quality Japanese over and under G-13 president 
model 12g shotgun. 27” vent rib 2 ¾”chamber barrels with 
full and modified fixed chokes. The blued box lock action is 
fully deep relief carved engraved with foliage designs plus 
bird scenes on both sides in gold and marked BC MIROKU 
PRESIDENT. Metalwork retains all original bright blue fin-
ish and ExC high grade walnut stock. Contained in a Win-
chester Grand European case. ExWO&C ALR
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476 - WINCHESTER SUPER X SHOTGUN              
U.S semi auto model Super x2 Magnum shotgun. 28” 12g 
3” chamber vent rib barrel with multi choke (3 and tool 
included). Metalwork retains near all original matte finish. 
ExC synthetic stocks. ExWO&C ALR

477 - BERETTA 1200 SHOTGUN                    
Italian semi automatic model 1200FP shotgun. 20” 12g 3” 
chamber ½ choke barrel with ¾ magazine and iron sights. 
Metalwork with near all original matte black finish and ExC 
synthetic stock. ExWO&C 

478 - CZ .17 CAL RIFLE                        
Czech CZ model 452-ZE KZM AMERICAN bolt action ri-
fle. 20” 17 HMR cal heavy barrel without sights. Metalwork 
with near all original blue and ExC walnut stock. ExWO&C 
ALR

479 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE                       
U.S semi auto .22lr rifle. 18” Stainless steel barrel threaded 
for a sliencer and with original sights. The receiver with 4 
power Nikko Sterling scope. VGC original synthetic stock 
and 10R rotary magazine. VGWO&C ALR

480 - ENGRAVED COLT S/A REVOLVER  
Vintage second generation, circa 1973, Colt single action 
Army revolver. 7¼” .357 cal barrel marked COLT’S PT.FA.
MFG. CO  HARTFORD CT. U.S.A COLT SINGLE AC-
TION ARMY .357 MAGNUM. The frame is marked with 
patent dates ending in 1875 and the trigger guard with in-
spectors marks P, V & Z. The nickel plated metalwork is 
engraved in the traditional foliage style and covers 80% of 
the barrel and 90% of the frame and cylinder. There is some 
loss of finish to the grip straps particulary the front and some 
flaking to the hammer. ExC black plastic American eagle 
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

481 - ENGRAVED 1911 PISTOL         
Custom engraved 1911A1 pistol. 5” .45 acp cal with Mili-
tary barley corn foresight and fixed rear. The blued steel 
metalwork is deep relief carved over 95% of the gun with 
traditional foliate disigns as well as Colt horses on both sides 
and retains nearly all its nice deep gloss blue. The mother of  
pearl grips are carved on one side with a Texas long horn 
bull. Contained in its custom purple baize lined case with 
bullet block with dummy rounds. ExWO&C CLR

482 - REMINGTON .32 DERRINGER       
Rare antique, circa 1880’s, Remington - Elliot Pepperbox 
Derringer 4x 3½” .32RF cal ribbed barrels with original 
nickel silver foresight and marked MANUFACTURED BY 
E REMINGTON & SONS ILLION. N.Y. ELLIOTS PAT-
ENTS MAY 29 1860-OCT 1 1861. Tip barrel loading and 
unloading mechanism uses a rotating firing pin and ring pull 
double action trigger. Metalwork with nice original patina 
with areas of blue to the barrel and trigger. ExC original 
dark walnut two piece grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

483 - REMINGTON .22 DERRINGER         
Rare antique, circa early 1860’s, Remington Elliot Pep-
perbox Derringer. 5x 3” .22RF fluted barrels with original 
nickel silver bead sight and marked MANUFACTURED 
BY E REMINGTON & SONS. ILLION.N.Y. ELLIOTS 
PATENTS. MAY 29 1860-OCT 11.1.1861. Tip barrel load-
ing and unloading mechanism with rotating firing pin and 
ring pull double action trigger. Metalwork with nice original 
patina with areas of blue to the barrels and trigger. Early 3 
digit serial number and ExC dark walnut original two piece 
smooth grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

484 - REMINGTON VEST PISTOL          
Anitque, circa 1870’s, U.S Remington No3 size vest pocket 
pistol. 3¾” .41RF SHORT CAL octagonal to round bar-
rel with original foresight and marked REMINGTON’S 
ILLION.N.Y. PATD OCT.1.1861 NOV.15 1861 and under-
neath with 4,000 range serial number. Metalwork with dark 
original untouched patina. VGC original dark walnut saw 
handle grips. The firing pin has broken or more likely been 
cut at the base otherwise VGC CLR

485 - REMINGTON RIDER PISTOL           
Rare antique Remington - Rider magazine pistol, circa 
1871-1888. 3” Octagonal .32 RF extra short cal barrel. 
Traces of the original address are present. Metalwork has 
near all nickel finish. ExC walnut grips. These were one of 
the first tubular magazine pistols and with only 10,000 made 
they are now seldom seen for sale. ExWO&C CLR

486 - TURRET REVOLVER                         
Antique French/European, circa 1860 fulminate priming 
turret revolver. 4¾” approx. .44 cal round barrel with the 
foresight in the 3 o’clock position with the rear sight cut in 
to the plate screw which holds the 6 shot cylinder. The gun 
is marked with serial number 612 crown/FB. Metalwork has 
speckled grey patina and VGC original grips. This is prob-
ably the forerunner of the ‘Rotovolver’ by Pierrer Jules Noel 
and JF Govery of Paris and only a few pieces are known to 
exist and are extremely rare. VGWO&C NLR

487 - PERCUSSION SWORD PISTOL                 
Antique double barrel percussion sword pistol, circa 1840’s. 
18 1/2” blade with traces of gold inlay. 6½” .58 cal damas-
cus twist round barrels. The hammers are disguised at the 
top of the guard and activate concealed triggers. They are 
engraved and retain a small amount of the gold inlay. GC  
original grip with most silver inlay. Complete with original 
brass and leather scabbard. VGWO&C NLR

488 - TWO GUN BOOKS                           
Collectors Illustrated Guide to Firearms by Miller. Hard 
cover, medium format, B&W photos, plus Antique Guns & 
Gun Collecting by Wilkinson. GC

489 - HANDGUN BOOK                            
The Handgun by Geoffrey Boothroyd. This long out of print 
book is a must have for the handgun collector. Covering in 
great detail most firearms from Flintlock through to semi. 
Large format, hard cover, B&W photos and 560 pages. VGC

490 - LARGE KUKRI                             
This very large Kukri was given to the Vendor by the Bru-
nei Gurkha Princess Mary regiment and was used for ritual 
animal sacrifices. 50cm Blade with some staining. Wooden 
and brass handle. Complete with leather and  sheath with 
two smaller knives. GC

491 - INDIAN MILITARY KUKRI                   
30cm blade marked LI68 I arrow D. Wooden handle with 
steel pins. Complete with two smaller knives. VGC

492 - FRENCH SWORD CANE                       
Antique 19th Century French sword cane. 69cm Cruciform 
blade marked FRANCE and with some staining. Dogs head 
handle and bamboo cane scabbard with split at the mouth. 
VGC

493 - NZ SWORD CANE                           
63cm Speer point blade. The tip of the handle with silver 
plate and NZ onward badge. Some cracking to the cane. GC

494 - TWO SWORDS                              
A Malaysian or Indonesian sword with brass handle and 
wooden sheath, plus a Middle Eastern sword with brass 
handle and shell pattern guard. GC

495 - MI GARAND RIFLE         
WWII U.S Military MI Garand semi automatic rifle, circa 
January 1944. 24” 30.06 cal barrel with bayonet lug 63 
replacement date an M marked gas tube. The back of the 
receiver is marked U.S RIFLE CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD 
ARMOURY and serial number in the two million range. 
Metalwork retains near all Military Parkerised finish. ExC 
walnut stock complete with swivels and ordnance P in circle 
mark in front of the grip. Also includes its grenade  
launcher. VG-ExWO&C ELR
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496 - M1 CARBINE                              
U.S WWII semi auto carbine. 18” .30 M1 cal barrel with 
original iron sight and marked INLAND MFG. DIV. GEN-
ERAL MOTORS and 2-44 date. The chamber is marked U.S 
CARBINE CAL .30 M1 the rear with late war adjustable 
sight and marked INLAND. Metalwork with most overall 
re-blue and VGC refinished woodwork complete with sling 
and oiler and cut down magazine. VGWO&C ALR

497 - PPSH 41 SUBMACHINE GUN        
WWII Soviet S.M.G. 13” 7.62 cal barrel with ventilated 
heat shrouds and original sights. The receiver with ordnance 
factory mark and 1945 date. Metalwork with most overall 
Military finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling and 
71R drum magazine. VGWO&C CLR

498 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE                       
30R Seymour Products WWII period .45 acp cal magazine 
for the 1928/M1A1 S.M.G. Near all blue finish. ExC

499 - PPS43 MAGAZINES                         
Three stick magazines for the Soviet 7.62 cal S.M.G. Con-
tained in their fabric pouch. VGC

500 - SUOMI SUBMACHINE GUN       
Finish made Swiss Military issue KP31 S.M.G. 12” 9mm 
cal barrel with heat shield and original sights. The receiver 
has Swiss ordnance marks and the sight is marked PAT-
ENT 1932 and SUOMI TIKKAKOSKI. Metalwork has thin  
original blue. VGC original stock complete with sling and 
50R coffin magazine. VGWO&C CLR

501 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINEGUN    
Soviet DP28 L.M.G 23¾” 7.62x54R barrel with original 
flash hider, sights, ventilated shroud and fitted with bipod. 
The receiver with original sight, arsenal mark and 1951 
date. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC like 
new wooden butt stock with oiler and swivels. Includes 48R 
pan magazine. Hard to find better in like new ExWO&C 
CLR

502 - M53 MACHINEGUN                          
Post War Yogoslavian variant of the German MG42. 22” 
8mm cal barrel with flash hider and ventilated heat sheild. 
The feed cover marked with crest and serial number. Metal-
work with most Military blue finish. GC wooden butt stock 
and Bakelite grips and with bipod. Also includes its anti air-
craft tripod mount. VGWO&C CLR

503 - M1 GARAND BAYONET                       
25cm blade marked U.C. & U. flying bomb S. with white 
metal finish. VGC original serrated grips and fiberglass U.S 
marked scabbard. ExC

504 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE AND POUCH           
WWII 1943 dated and U.S marked two cell pouch with one 
15R magazine in the original grease paper. ExC

505 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE                     
30R magazine with near all original blue. VGC

506 - M1/M2 CARBINE FLASH HIDER               
Spanish reproduction of the original bolt on flash hider for 
the U.S carbine. GC

507 - M1 CARBINE STOCK                        
Aftermarket Choate brand synthetic pistol grip stock for the 
U.S carbine. Includes steel ventilated hand guard. ExC 

508 - SUOMI DRUM MAGAZINE                     
71R 9mm cal drum magazine for the SUOMI KP31 subma-
chine gun. VGC

509 - PPS43 MAGAZINE                          
Stick magazine for the WWII 7.62 cal Soviet S.M.G. Near 
all blue finish. ExC

510 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL                     
Swedish Military Browning model 1907 semi auto pistol. 
5” 9mm Browning Long cal barrel. The slide with origi-
nal sights and Husqvarna address. Metalwork with near all 
original Military finish. ExC original hard rubber grips with  
Swedish crown and Lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

511 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL         
Swedish Military Browning 1907 pistol. 5” barrel has been 
converted to 9mm Luger cal. Slide with original sights and 
Husqvarna address. Metalwork with near all original Mili-
tary finish. VGC original hard rubber Swedish Crown logo 
grips. Includes its original leather holster. GWO&C B/CLR

512 - LAHTI PISTOL              
Swedish M1940 semi automatic pistol. 4½” 9mm cal bar-
rel with original sights and the receiver marked with Husq-
varna address. Metalwork retains most original blue finish. 
VGC original Swedish Crown logo Bakelite grips and in-
cludes its original leather holster with two extra magazines. 
VGWO&C B/CLR

513 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER                    
U.S WWII double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel 
marked with caliber and SMITH & WESSON. The top strap 
marked U.S PROPERTY & G.H.D inspectors mark. Metal-
work with most dark black Military finish. VGC chequered 
wooden grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

514 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER       
U.S Military double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel 
marked SMITH & WESSON & CAL. The top strap marked 
U.S PROPERTY G.H.D. Metalwork has Military black 
enamel finish and fitted with smooth grips and lanyard ring.  
GWO&C B/CLR

515 - NORINCO 84S RIFLE                       
Chinese semi auto .223 cal variant of the AK47. 15” bar-
rel fitted with bird cage flash hider and original sights. The 
receiver with B Square scope mount and NORINCO mark-
ings. Near all original finish. Woodwork with rubber exten-
sion fitted and includes 30R magazine. VGWO&C ELR

516 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE            
Chinese semi auto version of the AK47. 15” 7.62x39 cal 
barrel with muzzle break and original sights. The receiv-
er marked NORINCO 56S etc and metalwork with most 
original finish thinning on the edges. GC woodwork with 
some  handling dings. Includes 30R magazine and sling. 
VGWO&C ELR

517 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE       
Chinese semi automatic version of the AK47 rifle. 16” 
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and muzzle break. 
The bayonet lug has been cut. Metalwork is marked Norinco 
etc and has been black painted and some of this is peeling. 
The woodwork has also been painted black and fitted with 
butt pad. Includes 30R magazine, sling and cleaning rod. 
F-GWO&C ELR

518 - NHM90 RIFLE                             
Chinese semi auto version of the AK47 rifle. 16” 7.62x39 
cal barrel with original sights and muzzle break. Metalwork 
fitted with side rail for the Military scope and with near all 
original blued finish and marked NHM-90 Sporter. ExC 
original butt stock and forend with sling. The pistol grip has  
been removed and there is no magazine otherwise ExWO&C 
ALR

519 - L1A1 RIFLE                   
NZ Military ‘SLR’. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash hider and 
iron sights. The receiver fitted with scope mount and scope 
with two screws missing. Metalwork with grey patina. GC 
woodwork, missing magazine. FWO&C ELR

520 - THREE AK47 MAGAZINES                    
Three Chinese made 30R 7.62x39 cal magazine for the 
AK/56S rifle. Has been painted olive green. GC 
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521 - AK47 STOCK                              
Commercial made wooden thumbhole stock for Chinese 
56S/AK47 to turn to ‘A’ category rifle. Unstained natural 
finish. VGC

522 - AK/TYPE 56 MOUNTS                       
Three B-Square mounts for Type 56/AK or similar. Two 
mounts include rings. GC

523 - 30 SHOT S.L.R MAGAZINE                  
To suit the NZ Military L1A1 7.62 cal rifle. Near all black 
finish. VGC

524 - TWO S.L.R MAGAZINES                       
Two 20 shot magazines for the 7.62 cal L1A1 rifle. Most 
black finish. GC

525 - FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE                 
Antique, circa 1800-1820, single barrel fowling gun by 
W&G CHANCE of London and Birmingham. 33” 16 bore 
octagonal to round blued barrel. The lock plate with border-
line engraving is marked W&G CHANCE and with roller 
frizzer. Metalwork has some pin pricking near the ignition 
hole and dark overall blue. GC woodwork with some shrink-
age near the lockplate. Carved steel trigger guard extending 
into vase shaped finial. The woodwork is also carved with 
shell patterns and includes ram rod. GWO&C NLR

526 - CASED PINFIRE SHOTGUN                   
English side by side pinfire 12 bore shotgun. 30” damascus 
twist barrels marked R WATMOUGH 18 BLACKFRIARS 
ST MANCHESTER and London proved. The back action 
underleaver lock with dolphin hammers is fully engraved 
with borderline, foliate and hunting dog scenes as well as 
makers name and with dark original finish. GC original 
woodwork with some handling dings and chips to the edges 
of the forewood. Contained in its purple velvet lined case 
containing reloading tools and accessories. GWO&C ALR

527 - FIELD PATENTS RIFLE                     
Antique Fields Patent Martini action single shot sporting ri-
fle. 24 ½” No2 Musket cal barrel with iron sights, Birming-
ham proofs and caliber marked over the chamber. The action 
marked FIELDS PATENT No 1927 1877 and with Fields 
loading lever. Metalwork with thin original blue to the bar-
rel. GC original woodwork with horn tip and some handling 
dings,  scratches and small chip on the butt. GWO&C ALR

528 - WESTLEY RICHARDS MONKEY TAIL RIFLE      
Antique, circa 1870’s, capping breech loading sporting rifle. 
28½” .450 cal round barrel with squared ribs on top and 
bottom. Six folding leaf rear sight plus a ladder sight and 
marked WHITWORTH PATENT (Rifling) as well as .450. 
The lock plate is dated 1875 and marked WESTELY RICH-
ARDS & Co as well as foliate and borderline engraved. The 
monkey tail breech cover also has makers mark. Metalwork 
with some bruising to the barrel and pin prick staining near 
the nipple as well as thin overall blue with some grey patch-
es. GC chequered woodwork with horn tip. Includes its rod. 
GWO&C NLR

529 - REPRO TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD              
A nice quality, circa 1970’s, U.S made remake of the Offic-
ers model trapdoor rifle. 24” Blued 45-70 cal barrel marked 
U.S model 1873 and H&R address etc. The action is marked 
U.S SPRINGFIELD and scroll engraved. Metalwork retains  
near all blue to the barrel and bright case colours to the small 
parts. Some staining to the trigger guard. VGC woodwork 
with tang sight. VG-ExWO&C ALR

530 - REPRODUCTION HARPERS FERRY              
Japanese made reproduction of the Model 1803 US Military 
Flintlock rifle. 32” Octagonal to round .65 cal blued barrel 
the action marked US and with case coloured finish. The 
barrel with some rust speckling but most blue. GC full wood 
stock with brass furniture. GWO&C ALR

531 - REPRODUCTION KENTUCKY RIFLE             
Connecticut Valley Arms Company percussion rifle. 28” 
Octagonal .50 cal barrel with iron sights. Action with double 
set triggers. Metalwork with aged white patina. GC wood-
work with brass furniture. VGWO&C ALR

532 - PEDISOLI TYRON TARGET RIFLE             
Italian high grade reproduction of the George W Tyron 
Kentucky style American Plains rifle. 32” .50 cal octagonal 
blued barrel missing rear blade sight. The tang fitted with 
apperture peep sight. Double set trigger action. Metalwork 
retains near all blue to the barrel and case colours to the  ac-
tion and patch box. VGC wooden stock. Includes a bag load 
of accessories. VGWO&C ALR

533 - Z88 PISTOL                  
South African clone of the Beretta M92 pistol. 5” 9mm 
cal barrel, the slide wiht fixed sights and marked z88 9mm 
PARABELLUM. Metalwork with most original blue show-
ing slight holster wear. VGC original grips. Includes origi-
nal box and extra magazine. VGWO&C  B/CLR

534 - BROWNING HI-POWER PISTOL                
Model 1935 semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide 
without markings and with adjustable sights and has been re 
finished in a desert colour coating as are the grips and small 
parts, while the frame is black. GWO&C B/CLR

535 - BROWNING CHALLENGER PISTOL  
.22lr semi automatic target pistol. 6” octagonal to round bar-
rel with FN Herstal address and adjustable rear sight. Most 
overall original blue thinning on the edges and grip strap. 
GC original wooden target grips. Also includes a silencer 
adapter. VGWO&C B/CLR

536 - BERETTA MODEL 76 PISTOL     
Italian .22lr target. 6” Barrel with textured black re-finish. 
The frame marked Beretta Mod 76 etc. Most thinning blue 
and smooth wooden grips and includes extra magazine. 
GWO&C B/CLR

537 - S&W M1917 .45 REVOLVER        
U.S Military WWI double action revolver. 5½” .45 acp cal 
barrel marked S&W D.A.45 and address and has been fit-
ted with replacement fore and adjustable rear sight. Metal-
work with most overall blue. VGC late model/modern S&W 
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

538 - S&W M1917 REVOLVER            
British Military WWI double action revolver. 5½” .455 cal 
barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .455 etc. Frame with 
logo. Metalwork with most overall original blue finish and 
with holster wear on the barrel and has ordnance marks. 
VGC original wooden grips. Action is at fault and is locked 
up in the DA position otherwise VGC B/CLR

539 - DRULOV MODEL 70 PISTOL        
Czech single shot .22lr target pistol. 10” barrel iron sights 
and action with set button trigger. Near all original blue. 
VGC right hand target grip. VGWO&C B/CLR

540 - KEA GUN                                 
Spanish single shot pistol. 12½ .410g blued barrel marked 
Mugica. Metalwork with most blue to the barrel except fin-
ger nail size patch. Most case colours to the frame. VGC 
woodwork. VGWO&C B/CLR

541 - NAGANT M91/30 RIFLE                     
WWII Soviet bolt action rifle. 28” 7.62x54R cal barrel with 
iron sights and 1942 date. Metalwork with most overall 
Military refinish. GC woodwork with some chipping to the 
varnish. GWO&C ALR

542 - NAGANT 1944 CARBINE                     
Polish Military bolt action carbine. 21” 7.62x54R cal barrel 
with original sights but missing the bayonet (lug present). 
Chamber marked with Radom 11 & 1953 date. Near all 
original blue. ExC original woodwork. The trigger return 
spring is at  fault otherwise ExC. ALR
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543 - MARTINI ACTION RIFLE                    
28” .220 cal heavy barrel marked BSA etc. Action marked 
BSA trademark and fitted with tang sight. Most blue to the 
barrels and stained white finish to the action. Worn but GC 
stock. GWO&C ALR

544 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE                     
U.S semi auto rifle. 18” .223 cal barrel fitted with muzzle 
break and original sights. Ranch rifle model with integral 
scope bases and 1” rings. Near all blue and ExC woodwork 
with a couple of miner marks. Includes 5R magazine. VG-
ExWO&C ALR

545 - MINI 14 MAGAZINES                       
A steel 20 shot, plus a 30R translucent plastic Ramline 
brand. VGC

546 - REMINGTON 700 RIFLE                     
U.S bolt action sporting rifle. 21” .243 cal barrel with iron 
sights and four power Bushnell scope fitted. Metalwork 
with near all original matte finish. VGC synthetic stock with 
blind magazine. VGWO&C ALR

547 - NORINCO SHOTGUN                         
Chinese model HL12-102 pump action shotgun. 29” 12g 
multi choke barrel with full fitted. Near all blue, VGC 
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

548 - NORINCO JW15 RIFLE                      
Chinese bolt action rifle. 22” .22lr barrel with silencer fitted 
and sights removed. Receiver with 3-9 scope. Near all blue 
and ExC woodwork with 10 shot magazine. VGWO&C 
ALR

549 - REMINGTON M1900 SHOTGUN                 
Good quality vintage U.S boxlock shotgun. 30” 12g damas-
cus twist barrels with central rib marked REMINGTON 
ARMS CO ILLION NY USA and also marked on the ac-
tion. Metalwork with original patina and worn but VGC 
woodwork.   VGWO&C ALR

550 - 16G SHOTGUN                             
Spanish Laurono side by side shotgun. 28” 16g blued bar-
rels. Boxlock case coloured action with twin triggers. VGC 
chequered woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

551 - MAORI CARVED SHOTGUN                    
Side by side 12g hammer shotgun. 30” barrels marked 
SAXTON LONDON. Metalwork with grey patina. Butt 
stock with Paua inlay and Maori carving. FWO&C ALR

552 - H&R REVOLVER               
US hinged frame double action revolver. 4” .22rf cal barrel 
with Harrington & Richardson address. Metalwork has near 
all original nickel finish. VGC original hard rubber grips. 
VG-ExWO&C CLR

553 - MARK III WEBLEY REVOLVER   
British double action revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel marked 
MARK VI on top strap and British proof marks. The frame 
marked with 1924 date and heavy pits over the Enfield 
mark. Thin overall finish. Spring missing out of the opening 
catch, both grips are broken. FWO&C B/CLR

554 - GASSEN REVOLVER                
Antique Austro Hungarian M1870 Gasser revolver. 5” 
11.2mm cal round barrel with crown over N & B proofs. 
Metalwork with all over pin pricking and white patina. 
Worn original grips. Action at fault. P-FC CLR

555 - TWO MILITARY REVOLVERS                  
British Military WWI Spanish Orbea Hermanos Contract 
revolver. 5” cal barrel. Metalwork heavily pitted, action at 
fault because its missing the hammer. Imperial Japanese 
Type 26 Military revolver. 5” 9mm cal barrel. Metalwork 
with Tokyo arsenal mark and pin pricked dark patina. Miss-
ing cylinder and grip panel.  Action at fault. PWO&C 

556 - L1A1 BAYONET                            
19½cm parkerised blade and alloy handles. Complete with 
scabbard. VGC

557 - K98 BAYONET                             
German WWII bayonet. 26cm blued blade, brown Bakelite 
grips, steel scabbard and leather frog. VGC

558 - BULLET PROOF VEST                       
Modern Polish Military Woodland pattern camoflauge bul-
let proof vest with Keular lining and steel plates. Type as 
used by drivers. In like new ExC 

559 - BROWNING HI-POWER MAGS                  
Two Browning Hi-Power mags, 13R marked 1967. GC

560 - RUGER .44 BARRELS                       
Two stainless steel barrels for the Ruger Redhawk. The first 
is shortened to 3 1/2” and has 1/2 the legend and no sight. 
The second without legend and is 2” long with sight. FC

561 - OERLIKON GUN
A British/NZ Military WWII period 40mm Oerlikon anti 
aircraft gun. Mk4 receiver marked KAU 41 date and broad 
arrow. The gun has had the breech block/linkage removed to 
deactivate as per usual. Included with the gun are two right 
hand magazines, two shoulder rests, two magazine levers 
and mag loading plates. Metalwork has little original finish. 
Note: This lot can only be viewed prior to the Auction at 
SAI Guns & Ammo. GC CLR
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CARVELL’S AUCTIONS STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only. 

2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any 

bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of 

description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it, & make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of 

some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the 

bidder to satisfy himself on any such lots. 

3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute arise as to the 

biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser. 

4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted. 

5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve. 

6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of which matters 

the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold. 

7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not 

hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots 

are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being given to the defaulter. 

8. Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot. 

9. Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any 

purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Mastercard/Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply. 

10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any firearms which are all sold as 

collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition. 

11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favorably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be accompanied by 

a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful 

bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE NO P.O BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each 

package has $1000 insurance limit, also applies to items sent by post. 

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO 

OUR VENDORS. 

13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details 

14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be strongly pursued through 

legal channels 

15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment. 

16. Weights and measures are only an approximate. 
 

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits. 

* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a 

“pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date. 

 

We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and 

Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express. 

 

Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue. 

 

POSTAL BIDDERS 
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor 

and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your 

bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. Payment must be made on 

receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not 

courier to post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on 

freight and other charges. 

BUYERS PREMIUM 
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only 

 
POSTAL REQUIREMENT - All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a police officer 

validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to us from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols, 

restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery. 

 
CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS 

ExWO&C    Excellent working order & condition 

VGWO&C   Very good working order & condition 

GWO&C     Good Working order & condition 

ExC             Excellent condition 

VGC            Very good condition 

GC              Good condition 

FC               Fair condition 

PC               Poor condition 

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS 

ALR       Standard firearms license 

BLR       Pistol shooters license 

CLR       Collectors license 

ELR        Military style semi automatic license 

NLR       No license require 

 

White tickets on firearms mean standard license required 

Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required 

Green tickets on firearms mean no license required 
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For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns  

Telephone         +64 9 579-3771 

Fax                     +64 9 579-3401 

Email                 greg@guns.co.nz  

Website             www.guns.co.nz  
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